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A model t~ pr~1ict the distributi~n ~f water lUllity 
parameters in three iimp.nsions has he en ~evel~p~d, and 
applie1 to sever~l the~retical and real problems. fhe 
mass transport equation is solved using a non-
dimensionll vertical axis ana an ~lternating-iire~ti~n-
implicit finite iifference technique. The re~ctian 
kinetics ~f the :anstituents ar~ incorporated into ~ 
matrix m~th~d which ~ermits ~omputation of the 
inter~ctions of multiple constituents. 
Rxtensive liter~ture reviews were m~de to determine 
the mo~t appropriate methods availahle for the 
computltion of dispersion coe~fi~ip.nts ~nd coliform 
bacteria decay rates. Numerical investigations af 
dispersive and dissipative effects showei that the 
three-dimensional ma1el perf~rmed as predictei by th~ 
analysis of simpler ~ases. rhe mass tr~nsport w~s tn~n 
linked t~ a twa-iimensional vertically averaged ti1al 
dynamiCS moiel for the Provid~nce River. ~ uniform 
field W1S simulated, indicating mass conserv~tion 
errors of less th!D 0.1 ,. Modeling co1if~rm 
concentrlti~ns in the ~re~ r~vealed 3 mass conservation 
error nf ~s mn~h ~s ].5 ~, due to an extrapo1~te1, tim~-
varyinl bound~ry con1ition. However, t~a mod~l comp~red 
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~d1ition~1 effort w~s devoted to the extensi~n of 
the model to a steady-state application, by repl3cing 
the time step with an iteration sequence. This was 
verifi~d bv comp~ri~on to an~lytical solutions, an~ 
demonstrated by ~pplication to a river conflu~n=e 
situation. Another application ~f the time-v~rying 
model ~a5 to point sour=es in Block Tsland Sounf. A 
two-di~ensional model predicti~n was compared to the 
three-1irnension~l distribution for the vertically 
well-mixed case, and found very similar after several 
tidal r.ycles. 
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a body of wat~r to support a healthy natural ecosyst~m. ,:,,1,',:"""'1',1,: 
and additionally, to lend itself to the pleasGres of : 
man. The additi~n to the water of any substance that 
; j 
i ., 
: I impairs this ability results in the degradation of w~ter 
qua Ii t. y. Historically, it has been one of the 
"pleasures of man" to use hodies of water to dispose of 
various waste products. When the ocean or coastal 
waters were us~d for waste disposal, they were 
considered to be an ideal and limitless sink, capabl~ of 
a~sorbing the wastes without reducing the water guality. 
Indicators ~f water quality (dissolve1 oxygen content, 
biochemical o~ygen demand, fecal bacteria, heavy metal 
concentrations) were expecte1 to be reduced to normal 
(ambient) levels ~ue to the q~eat assimilative or 
self-purifying capacity of the sea. 
The growth of population and industrial production, 
especially =lose to the sea, in the past century has 
begun to strain the assimilative capacity of nearshor~ 
vaters. Many harbors and confined bodies are so fouled 
that th~ natural ~quatic populations are destroye1. 
Some arpas that ~ere thought to be in a natural stat~ 
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(1)*. Some offshore areas close to population centers 
show marked degradation due to offshore dumping (2,3). 
Yet in other areas, similar quantities of waste have 
been dum~ed with minimal observed ill effects, (4,5). It 
1s cle:-:I.T that under some conditions, coastal ''Taters Are 
beine; taxed beyond. their capacity; yet if conditions are 
su1table, the water can survive being used as a dump. 
Certainly, the need for 't'Taste disposal areas is pressine, 
and land disposal presents equally complex problems • 
The critical question, then, is to what extent 
l'Taste disposal in coastal waters can be permitted, 
,\'Ti thou trend ering the 1'laters unfi t for productive and 
pleasurable activity. Three aspects of this question 
must be dealt l'lith: (1). ~'ihat levels of lAThich 
pollutants 1'Till '9roduce 1-rhat harmful effects? This 
question is the province of scientists, and the anSHers 
involve extensive and difficult laboratory and field 
testin::" l-Ti th results that to date are unsatisfactory. 
(2 L ;lhat method's can be used to reduce harmful l'lBstes 
to acceptable levels? Here the engineers join the 
scientists to develop or improve methods of waste 
treatment, outfall deSign, and environmentat monitoring 
and modeling. (3). Hhat are "acceptable levels" of 
pollution? This question can only be ansN'ered by the 
poli tical process. rrhe public must define, throu~h 
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government, its e~onomic priorities with regard to 
pollution. rhe usual practice is to ~lassify waters 
according t~ their suitability for various activities 
under existing :onditions F and to upqra~e the waters 
whenev~r possible (6l. As indicated by the re:ent 
defeat of sewer bond issues in Rhode Island (1), th~ 
public is likely to accept some reduction of water 
quality, rather than be~r the cost of cleaning up. 
Water 0u~lity Models 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALfl'¥ 
Olle!';tions (1) and (2), above, form the re:llm i.n 
which water quality mOjeling can be of "see rhe term 
"model" has various le~2ls of meaning. tn a general 
sense, a model is "a conceptual idealization or 
simplifiAd representation of a physi~~l process" (~). 
This coul1 include physical (hydraulic) models. A 
slight ~efinement is to define a model as the 
mathematical expression of the physical process; thlt 
is, tb;~ applicatio,n of the principles of Nelltonian fillid 
mechanics with approximations appropriate to an estll:~rv 
or continental shelf (A). In the most specific sense, 
"model" ~efers to a mathematical formulation of the 
physical proble~, along with an appropriate solution 
technique. 
Water 1uality modeling has two purpos~s; di~gnosis 
(identif.,ing and isolating factors affecting w!ter 



















































the syst~m. A predictiv9 model offers a techniqu9 
widely useful in the design of waste ~isposal systems. 
The us~al ob1ective is to predict the distribution of a 
dissolved c~nstituent or wat~r quality indicator. 
Comparis~n of the distributions under ~if7erent 
circum~tances can aid in outfall location and design, 
setting water quality standards, choosing optimum lBvels 
of waste treatment, or anticipating the effects of 
special circumstances such as sewage plant overflow 
caused hV storm runoff. 
The mathematical model involves solution of th~ 
hydrodvnamic equ~tions and the parabolic, partial 
differantial e1uation for transport of a dissolve1 
constituent, by numerical techniques if necessary. ~ork 
began 0n this problem hy using a one-1imensional 
approxim1tion, a reasonable simplification for stream 
, , 
i ' 
flow with a plane source of material. This vas shown to 
be useful in riv~rs and in long, narrow estuaries 
(9,10,11). The More difficult two-dimensional 
computations have been applied to estuaries and lakes 
(12,13,1~,15,16'. In this case, either vertical 
averagin~ (13,14, or lateral aYeraqing (15,16) vas 
employ~d to eliminate the variation in whichever 
dimension was least important. There remained 
considerlble uncertainty about the third dimension, 
which limited the applicability of these models to 
eithpr shallow or narrow estuaries. The solution of the 








promised to consume lar~e amounts of computer time and 
storage. 
"any estuaries do not lend themselves well to a 
two-dimensional approximation. Rstuaries with 
insiqnificant later~l currents and depth variation ar~ 
rare. Although two-dimensional models can incorporate 
those variations, they can shed no light on the effect 
of out~~lls at different depths, surface versus 
submerJed discharges, or vertical stratification. A 
particular problem posej by stratification is tbe effact 
of seasonal vari~tion in salinity structur~. Also, due 
to the increasing use of r~lativ~ly unconfine1 
contin~ntal shelf waters for waste disposal, knowlcdq~ 
of the behavior of ~ dispers~nt in all three aimensions 
becomes essential. Information concerning vertical 
aistributions is ~f particular importance in continpntal 
sh~lf waters: for instance, the s~ttling patterns in 
barg~ disposal ot sewage sludqe-- a problem of 





The Problem and the Method 
j 
The greatest obstacle to developing a thr~e-
dimensional model is th~t the vertical velocities are 
largely due to gravitational flOW, which can be 
neglected in horizontal flow. Since qr~vity flow in 
estuaries and seas is mainly due to salinity gradients, 
__ -......_-...--..... ___ ..... H"~ ..... •• __ ·_· ~..... "="'"-' ..~, , .• , ...... , _ ............ t ...... , ........ i. ',~ 












it wouln seem tn~t the hydrodynamic and mass tr3nsport 
models must be coupled-- a serious complication (8). 
The hy~rodvnamic mo~els used to obtain the current 
v( lo~itv input for the mass transport eguation have used 
an approximation of constant densitv~ which is usel~ss 
in obtaining vertical velocities. Thz approa=h to b~ 
taken hera~ in the absence of a working 
three-dimensional hydrodynamic mojel~ is to neglect ~ll 
vertical velo=ities, and model the vertical transport of 
constitupnts by the diffusive mechanism only, which ~an 
incorpnrate salinity effe=ts. This will be justifie1 in 
Chapter TIl. The model has the capability to utilizq 
vertical velo=ities, however. ~odels to qenerate the 
vertic~l velocity components~ currently un~er 
developm~nt~ will permit full realization of this 
capability. 
~ computer program to solve the three-dimensional 
mass transport eluation by an alternating-directton-
implici t (~ •• D. r. ) finite difference method (11) ha s h~~n 
written. A tidal curr~nt model has been oevelope~ for 
the Narr~qansett Bay area ('~'. based on L~endertse's 
long-wave propagation model f1q). This has b~en 
employed to supply the requirerl tid~ heights and 
horizont~l current velocities. 
Coliform b~cteria c~ncentration, the most widely-
used indicatOr of seva1e contamination, has heen modeled 
only in a ~ery ske~chy manner, using ~ constant decay 























with a constant, two-zone flow approximation (21). In 
additi~n, a well-iistributed cOliform data set exists 
for th~ Providence River estuary at the head of 
Narrag~nsp.tt Bay (221. This area is suitable for 
model 1 p velopment, due to its well-defined physical 
boundarip.5 and sewage sourcp~. This area is theref~L~ 
chosen as the mo1el area, with colif~rm bacteria as tn~ 
quality indicator. 
~t this point, it is well to define the 
relati0nships of the physical and bi~chemical parameters 
which form tb~ system to be model~d. The features b~ing 
considpred are shown in Pigure 1.1, mo~ifie1 from 
Leendprtso's model (1~). The advection model will be 
discusse1 in Chapter V; the kinetic model in Ch~pter VI. 
ffiUfilNAL PAC] IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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ATMOSPHERIC (wind, surface 
waves, rain, storm tide) 
STREAMS (Providence R., 
Blackstone R., Pawtuxet R.) 
WASTE LOAD TREATMENT 
ADVECTION DISPERSIO}T 
u, v 
(w=O) Dx' Dy , Dz 
CONSTITUENT TRANSPORT 





J Sink-] L-________ ~~~ ____________ _ 
Figure 1.1. The environmental model 
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II. M~SS TRANSPORT EQUATION AND SOLUTION 
Basic r.;qll~tion 
The equatiom for transport of dissolve~ or 
suspended matter involves three mechanisms. ~aterial is 
transported by advection due to the mean tidal velo~ity, 
and by dispersion due to turbulent mixing. Also, matter 
is transported into or out of the field at the 
boundari~s, inie=ted at sour=es, and removed or 
reqenerated by re~ctions in the field. Using the 
familiar oceanographic coordinate system, in whi=h the 
K- and y-directions are in the mean sea level plane, ~nd 
z is directed downward fron mean sea level, the mass 
transport equation is (23)! 
~ -+ CJpv. +i1P.:t.. -+;)pw=~(e~~)-+J..~ey~)-+J..(e2iJ,,)+S (2.1) ()t D~ () Y () z. (J)f ()x ()y y ()z. Tz. 
where p is the concentration of dissolved constituent 
u,v,w are the x-, y-, z-directed velocities 
~, ey,e~ are the turbulent diffusion coefficients 
in the x, " and z direction, respectively 
S is the source-sink term~ 
The ahove includes approximations appropri~te to 
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express the time-averaged turbulent flux terms U7pi as 
the product of an eddy diffusion coefficent and a me~n 
concentration gradient. they do not include molecular 
diffusion, which for large bodies of water would be 
several orders of magnitude smaller than that due to 
turbulence. The velocities u, v, and ware time 
averagBs ~ver a period much shorter than a tidal cycle, 
but longer than the turbulent fluctuations. 
Spaulding (24) has found it helpful to non-
diaensionalize the vertical axis. This eliminates 
complicated boundary conditions at the estuary bottom 
where depth variations are considerable, and also 
facilitates inclusion of the tidal variation in the 
overall depth. rhe parameter used to non-dimensionalize 
is the sum of the mean sea level ~epth, hex"~"~ and the 
tidal height, (X,y,t), at any time. The sum is called 
H. A 1imensionless vertical scale, ~, is defined: 
or Z = 1 A + f (2.2) 
Thus ~ eguals zero at the free surface and -1 at the 
bottom. A fairly complicated transformation is required 
to express Equation 2.1 in terms of the nev vertical 
coc,rd ina te. 
Vrom Equation 2.2, sinc~ Hand Z are independent, 
dz = H d~ (2. J) 
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H = h + ~ 
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Figure 2.1. Definition of vertical coordinates 
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coordinates, the relationship~ between the partial 
12 
derivatives in t~e x,y,z system and those in the x,y,~ 
systel1l are: 
v = t J'z D = 
d ' S(!J\1-t~) S ('2..4) 
'iH:. n-fl<Ji N 8 -c H SYJ 
() ::: S S(~H+~) S (2.S) 
ox ~ 8~ ~ 







To find the relationship between the real velocity v and 
the dimensionless vertical velocity, W, Equations 2.4 to 
2.1 are substituted into the expression for the total 
derivative D I Dt. Since by definition, n~1 Dt = ~, the 
real vertic~l velocity is related to the dimensionless 
vertical velocity by: 
w= 
substitutinq F.quations 2.4 through 2.8 into the 
advective terms 3f Equation 2.1, rearranginq, and 
multiplying by H, yieldS: 
SHe + 
8t 
SHup, + SHv,o 
8x Sy 
~ 
l j ~ ~ 
""t ,,~ ., 
.j J< 1 





























I: '1 . . , , 
where T~ represents the dispersive terms. 





Transforming the z-dispersive terms by Equation 2.3, and 
the x- and y-terms by Equatlons 2.10 and 2.11 
respectively, the full equation for mass transport 
becomes: 
If one is willing to sacr1fice some accuracy. the 
d1spersive terms can be expanded and simplified by 
assuming the higher-order terms to be small. The simp11fied 
form 1s then: 
Hio -
Reaction Model Concept 
The source-sink term, S in Equation 2.12 above, 
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quality parameter. The composition of the term will 
depend on whether the constituent is conservative, 
undergoes simple decay, two-stage, or multi-stage 
reactions. Examples of the source term formulations 
folloT}T: 
(1). Salinity (conservative) (24) 
s = 0 
(2). Coliform bacteria (single-stage decay) 
S = Cs + K<A C 
(2.140.) 
(2.14'0) 
(3). DO-BOD (two-stage consecutive reaction) (8) 
l'1here K2'l. is the BOD decay rate 
K \I is the reaeration rate 
COIF is the DO deficit, CoS~~- Coo 
14 
CSDO is sources and sinks of oxygen, i.e., at the 
boundaries, 
CS&OJ) is waste-load BOD. 
(4). lUtrification (multi-stage consecutive) (8) 
, 
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15 
Orp;;'anic matter: S = CoSH I + K" N, 
J\:nrnonia : S = C~"(l. + K21 :~2. + KI2 N, 
!\:i tri te: S = CStO + K33 NJ + K13 N2. 
~d trate nitrogen: S = CSN4 + K4 .. N't + K34\ Na 
where ~,:s is a concentration, and the subscri uts 1, 2, J, 
and 4 refer to or~anic, ammonia, nitrite, and nitrate 
nitro~en respectively. 
i\s the examples above indicate, this' problem lends 
itself to a matrix formulation • l\s suggested by 
Leendertse, this is ex?ressed as: 
-:t + --+ S 
Nhere 7t is the source or sink vector 
[KJ is the reaction matrix 
~ P is the concentration vector. 
For eXBmple, in the DO-BOD system, this becomes 
[
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Numerical Techniques 
J\ basic approach to an initial-value problem 
expressed as a set of partial differential equations is 
the finite-difference approximation. This means thRt 
the differentials are expressed as a small but finite 
step in snace, over which the valuables of the denendent 
variables are calculates repetitively at similarly small 
time Etens. The followin~ integer subscriuts will be used 






~br narabolic, and also for elliptic, equations, 
the alternatin~ direction method (17) has been 
effective. This involves splitting the equation into a 
different level for each direction, and advancing in 
fractions of time steps. The advantages are 
unconditional stability, suitability for an implicit 
solution, and the ability to solve by a tridiagonal 
matrix technique. This method '<ias extended by Doue-Ias 
( 17) 8nd DouB:las and Gunn (25) for thr. ee-d imensionr; 1 
Rue' erE 
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computations, ~ni will be employed in the present study. 
An addition~l refinement is to choos~ a space-st~gqered 
grid system, :IS shown in Figure 2.1 (17). Th:! ptlrpo3':' 
of the st~gqered qri1 is to have each variable centered 
between t.he ones upon which its calculation most 
depend~. The distances are expressed as the products of 
the afor9mention~d intelers, m, k, n, and the spatial 
grid sizas Ax, ~V, A~. Tne mass density, (J, is IlOV 
called P, to indicate that it is an average value over 
the grid volume, rather than a point fun=tion. rhe 
function~l relation is now exnressed as (24): 
P (X,v,V/,t) = P(m.1x,kAy, n~.."I.1t) = P;,k)n (2.16) 
The following ~ifference operators 
lIt S't P rlI I,.( VI = P M+ 1Z )~) ~ - P Wl-.l. I K V\ , , 2. ) 
arp define1: 
The first e~uation helow calculates the x-direct~d 
concentration variations from tim~-level 1 to L+t. 
rhese values ~re then used to cal~ulate the y-dirpctei 
variations from tim?-l~vel 1 +1 to 1+]:. Fi.n~lly, the 
~-variations :!re calculated from level 1+1, 
using the previously obtained values. This complet~5 
the time step. Using the approach of nouglas (1 ), th~ 
finitc-~ifference form of Fquation 2.12 is th9 following 
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x 
u. v, w- velocities in x. y. Vf directions respectively 
P- mass density 
Dx. Dy ' Dz- Dispersion coefficients 
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19 
V L 1 (H!')" :(111') : _ ~ ,5,(1.\\11')1+5 _1 S.(U H pyi .. ~ S, (I), H ~.(p))l+J 
At 2 
+p. (0" H 8/p)L _Sy(VHP)L _ 8,/ (w Hpi ..J~ (Dy 1-1 8y(p))L 
~ s? (¥f S'1 (p))£ + S HI (1.11) 
i"'~ ":Ii L I I I (HP) - (HPJ _ 18" (UHl~ +3 _.1. dy(IAHP) l 1'1 8 .. (1) HS In)ri] 
- -2 2 2. ,. ~ ~ 
At l 1. "l 1. 1-+"-
+ ~ .5, (0. 11o, 0»)) _ ~ dy (\1M p) +, -~ dy (VHP) +i c'l y (Dy H 8y (1') , 
+~ 8'1 (uy \18y(?))l. J~ (~HP)l -+- S'1 (~ S~ (p))l (1.. [s) 
lHd~ (l1p)! - -1 d,<IAH~'f1_ ~ 8.(UHp)l ~$,(D, Hll,(i»l+i 
+-i 8,('!!,H$,(P)/-i Jy (VHP/-+} -~ 8y(VHd+~N .. DyH8.f.p)l·4 
.. ~ 8
1 
(DyH 3/1')) C ~ S'I (., I1p)J.+1 _ ~ 8,("') H p)f +is'I (~ d~ (p») £ +1 
+ 1 S VI (Dz 8'1 (p)) l. 2 { H (1.ICf) 
n simplification can he m~~R bv suhtra~~ing 
yielri~ (211): 
1:..«(ttP)11(HP)') = -81. (UHP)LtJ_8)((UHP).l ~~ 1 
+ J)i (D~ Hd" (P)}~-t~ +$)( (D)( HS,,(P)).t -2 $'( (VHP)l-2 JVJ (w HP) 
+2Jy(Dy H 8y (1'))i .. 2 J''1 (¥t S~ (p)i - 2 HS .hl (2.20) 
1, «(~p)£~ -()ld·~) : - $y (VHP)b~ -Sy (VHP)l 
+ Jy (Dy H Sy (?))L-t~ _ cSy (DV H Sy(p))l 
we' '71 W 
_ .L.....-_""-"'-~"~. ~--_--......~ .. 
('2.21) 

















































1 ((\-\p)l+~ (\4p)1+5) = - SV? (v.lHP)'t+1 + J~ (wHP).i 
~ s~ (~ J~ (1')1+1 _ S ~ (~ J'~ (?)) 1 (1..<2) 
The source-sink t.erm, (H5) in Equ-ltion 2.12, is 
appr~ximated by the reaction matrix scheme. In finite 
diff~rence notation, ~his term be~om~s 
1+1 ~ Ma.J( 1..+1 I 
(14S i) = t,., (HKij ~~ • + (HSj}h 
(2. 2 J) 
vher~ the subscripts i an1 i distinguish elements of the 
reaction m~trix. 
t+L 
In the ab~ve, the value of ~J ~ is unknown. If the 
prev10US value of P is us~d, accuracy is lost. The 
l+~ altern~tive is to estimat~ a nRW value for Pl from 
Equatiryns 2.20, 2.21, ~nd ~.'2. Then the solution must 
be rpadvanced in time using the e~tim~te. This restores 
the a~~urac" hut douhl~fi th~ computational time. The 
addition~l accuracy qainp.1 bv this estimation normally 
10ps not iustify th~ additional computational tim~ 
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III. ~~rHOnS FO~ CAtcnLATING DTSP~RSION COEFFICIE~T~ 
D~fini.tions 
ou~lit!tive jefinitions of 1if f usion and dispersion 
have been suggested by Holl~y (16,: "let diffusion 
refer to tr~nsport in a qivpn dirpction due to the 
~iff~r~nce between th~ true convection in that iirection 
and th2 time averlqe of the conv~=tion in that ~ir~~tion 
. . . L?t 1isparsion ref.~r to tho tr~nsport in a qiven 
direction rlu~ to the difference hetveen the tru~ 
convection in that direction and tho spatial averaqe of 
th~ convection in that :'ii.r:-ection." ~["iefly, itffusion 
is rille to molp.~ular and turhulent motirm, and dispersion 
is due to the variation of the mean velocity across a 
section. 
A 1iffusion coeffici~nt is given bV 
Cl.1) 
where CT')( is the mean square di.spersion of particles 
(21); in other wor~s, the standard deviation of the 
concentr~ti~n 1istribution in the dy~ plume. This 
consists of a molecular and an pd~y 1iffusion term. rhe 
form~r is npqligible, especially in open waters, wh~r~ 
the molpcul!r pffect is several orders of magnitu1e 
smallpr than the ed1y effect. 










P~andtl expr~ssed th~ ~iffusion coefficient in 
terms of fluid turbulence (27l~ 
D =1 -V \,A,2-
x " 
(:3. 2) 
where 1)( is i'l mixi.ng l~nqth. and u ,2 i.s the m~Hn sl uare 
VRlocitv flu~tuation. The mixing lenqth can be 1ofine1 
in sevoral ways, and will be discussP~ in a later 
section. The velocity fluctuation is the rtiff~rence 
between th~ v~lo~ity at any instant and the m~~n 
veloe it .... : 
II = U + u' 
(1.3l 
The mean square 1isp~rsion is qiven at any time by 
the concentration of the dispersant at a distan~~ x 




is the initial width of the ~atch of 
disp?rsant, an~ Co is the initial average concentration 
therein. Foxworthy fOllnd that as the time sC::lle of th? 
process increas~s, the value of ~ is time-d~pendent 
(29). F::>r sm'lll, interm~·"'iate, and l::lrqe tim? scal~s, 
was fO'ln1 proportional to t 2 , t'3, and t. respe:tiv?ly. 
Thus the diffusivity is 1etermined by different 
functionn of time, until thA time sc~le is such that th~ 
patch has become larger than t~e ~haracteristic ~d1i~5. 
This is calle~ the asymptotic nhase. 
oceanic Diffusion-- Horizontal 
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absenc~ ~f a st.ream flow, is qcner~lly taken as a 
functicn only ~f a length scale, which increases ~s the 
patch disperses. The simplest ~efinition of the sc~le, 
lX' is the wi:1th of the pOltch at a given time (27). ~s 
a mixinq length, Ix is defined as thp characteristic 
~igtance traveled hy the eddies bcfor~ losing their 
identity. This, how~ver, is not a very useful 
definition. Taking the sr.ale as the patch wi1th, this 
is variously iefined accordinq to the dispersion ~. 
For lah?ral diffusion (21): 
1 = 4Q" )( 
or, tor a line source, so that l)C=h ~t x =0: 
1)( == 2'V3 (J" 
For r.a;:ti~l jiffusion, Okubo gives (10): 
(1. 5) 
(1.6) 
1)( = 3 G'"rc (:3. 1) 
wher~ the suhscript rc signifies the ranial 
distrihution. The above all specify that q~1 of the 
di ffusant is contained within a distance of 4(1', 211 Q", 
or OJ (J"rc • 
nce~nic turbulent diffusion is consid~re~ to 
consist of three phases, correspondinq to the 
aforem~ntioned tim~ scales (2g): 
(~). eddies larger than the initial dye patch, 
(b). eddies comparable in size to the ~ye p3tch, 
(e). eddi~s sm~ller than the dye patch. 
(c) is the asymptotic ph~se, and produces the greatest 
rate of mixing.: In finit~ rtiff~rence modeling, th~ 
i 
requirement of an initial averaqe concentration 
~~;;;;;;~;;:::~.:....-:",::::..:::.~.:::=:=~;:..= ·-.~..:=~-:::.~.:.;;==.:.:.:....,:".x;,:,..:..:: ::..:~-==~~==~;=--~,,::...-.:.:.:......~,:t:'----""-~,1.!:"=-;'·=1 
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throughout a large f.init~ volum~ makes it reason~~l~ to 
assume that the 1iffusion is in the ~symptotic ph~se. 
If the m~a~l s~ale is such that e~dies larger than a 
single grid eXist, the eddies then appea~s part of the 
velocit.y fieU. As the r~solution of the hydro1vn~mir. 
model is improve], the dispersion terms hecome less 
importiln t. 
Th~ basic r.elation c~nsid~red to hold tor oceanic 
turbulent diffusion, in the asYmptotic phase, com~s from 
Richar1son's law for atmospheri~ iiffusion (31): 
4/3 
n)( = ocDI)( 
is the horizontal e~dy diffusion coefficient, 
and <'! is the dissipation parall1eter. 
.D 
This is call~d the 
"four-thirds law". ~any field measurements of the 
diffusion coefficient have been ma~e. The general 
proced~re is to us~ a fluorometer to measur~ th~ 
concentration of ~ye trac~r at a known ~istance an~ tim~ 
from its inje:-:ti::>n. T'he co~fficient is calclllate.i from 
(26) : 
DJ( = I 2. 
p.9) 
In the ~ttempt to deter~inA the validity of the 
four-thirds law f::>r diffusion in ocean waters. anff to 
d~termine the values of the coefficient, compilations of 
the field data have been made by YIl~elson (12' and Okuho 
(30). Their tiiagrams look very much t.he same. But. 
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Figure 3.1 shows diffusivity versus l~ngth sc~le 
for (j:i.t~ obtainen in IP~ sllrv~ys (32l. Thp locations 
inclu~~ l~kes. estu~ries, bays, coast~l waters, shallow 
seas, ~nd deep o~ean. The lines drawn are the 
four-thirds l~w for different values o¥ the coefficient 
2 (O.1 t~ 0.001 em /sec.). The sc~tter spans two or1ers 
of magnitude. This is not entir~ly surnrising, 
consi~pring the variety of locations. However, VI lues 
for rlifferent oce~n locations are as wi~ely scattered as 
anv. yudelson notes that many point~ fallon the 4 /~ 
powe!: lines for ~D's of 0.02,0.01, and 0.00c; cm.'2./se:::. 
This h1ppens in tho middln r~nqe of \, ftom 10m. to 
10km., which is the most useful range for moielinq. 
Okllh:J (30) shoWS a diaqram, Figurl~ 3.2, very 
similar in appearance to that of YIl~~lson. The d~ta are 
from twenty inv8stiJltions, .11 slightly more re~cnt 
than those cited by yudAlso~ qetween the two lines 
delineating th~ four-thiris law, a shift from left to 
right with inCr"lSinq scale is apparent, in~icatinq that 
the ov~rall ex~onent is less than four-thirds. rhis 
tren1 is also appar~nt, ~lthou1h not not~d, in 
Yud~lson's diaqram. 
Fitting aftin? to hi~ points by eve, Okuh~ offo.rs 
(30) : 
(3.10) 
which has also been dr~wn in nn Yud~lson's 1iagram. 
Okubo suqgests th~t the f~ur-thirds power law is valid 
ORIGINAL. PAGE IS 
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only locally for some length scales. This is shown by 28 
dotted lines fitted by eye. where: 
6 ' 1 O(1)~ 0.008 for the range 1.5xl0 cm'1,,<2xl0 cm. 
o 6 ~\),pt, 0.01 for the range 10 cm. <'1)« 1.5x10 cm. 
... 5" o(,,~ 0.03 for the ra.n~e 10 cm.< 1,,<10 cm. 
Obviously, the data sets used by Yudelson and Okubo do 
not coincide very l'Tell (Okubo's line, Equation ).10, 1s 
to the ri5ht of almost all of Yudelsonts points). In 
the interest of precise comparison, both data sets 
(ref. 32, pp.j',-2 to 1\-8, and ref 30, :;>-9.793 to 795) 
have been subjected to least-squares fitting, and are 
drawn in ?igure 3.). lilso shown is a four-thirds law used 
by Koh Hnd Chane:; (33) in a barge-dumping model, in 1'-Th1ch 
0(1)= O.OOOlS. For the data of Yudelson and Okubo, only 
the ~oints in the useful ran~e for modeling, 1 meter to 
100 kl10-::1eters, l'lere used. 'rhe equations obtained, and 
the standard deviations in orders of magnitude (since it 




= o. 0)66 l~ .0384 , 
,.ol84 
D)(= 0.00136 1)( 
l~in cm., standard deviation 0.051 
, 1,c in feet 
Yude1son: 
D)( == 0 • 065 5 1~' 14 (,4 t 1){ 1 n cm. 
;)y.= 0.00333 ll/'''i t I" in feet 




:= o. 18 1:' q, 83!, 1)( in cm. 
(3.11) 
().12) 


































Figure 3.3. Offshore Diffusion Coefficient Relations. 
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( J. , J) 
Rqu~tion ].11 is sliJhtl! differ~nt from Equation 
7 1.10, 11l~ to the :lroppinq of data for l,cgreater than 10 
cm. The slope of the composite line is reduced because 
yudeJ_s~n's data include~ more points in the lower range 
of lxth~n did that of Okuho. perhaps because of this, 
Okuho'R rel~tion is preferable for offshorp models. 
Okubo was very demandinq in his selection of data. 
requirinq dye release to resemhle a point source, and 
the ~istrihution to be measured according to certain 
specifications. It is not likely, though, that this 
justifies ignoring yudelson's d~ta~ The composita 
relation is probably most representative, although 
Okubo's is more attractive. If there vere aqreement 
about the localities in which the four-thirds power law 
holds for a certain value of~, this law might be 
useful. But that daes not appear to be the case. 
Equation J.11 indicates that OJ may actually be 1irectly 
proportional to ~ 
studies of dispersion in unconstrained waters 
indicate the variation of the dispersion coaffi~ient 
only as a fun~ti~n of the scale. In rivers ~nd 
estuaries, other factors are includ~~: mean flow 
velocity, the bottom rouqhness as expressed hy the Chezy 
coeffi~i~nt, the ~p.pth of thp. water r wave action r 
hydraulic r~dius, and tidal p~riod. An appro3ch tn 
modelinq horizontal diffusion in open waters wou11 he to 
_ •• !lillllltIilllMl-.W1I1U ... _"'"! ...... r,..--... -------'~.~.-..... -- _h~ _____ •• _,. -,- .,' "-_"'_ 
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31 
assi:)n a value of Dx t.o ~ach spatial grict by one of tne 
equations 3.11, 1.12, or 1.13. lhe lenqth scale would 
be twi~e the iistance fr.om the qrid to the point of 
origin of the pollutant. This means that dispers~nts 
from sevaral sources would have to be modeled as 
separate constitu~nts, using a different set of 
dispersion coeffi~ients for each sour~e. 
vertical DiffuSion Coefficipnts 
niffusion in the vertical dir~ction is restraina~ 
by stability, by the bottom ~n~ the fre~ surface, and by 
the maqnitude of the vertical component of flow, which 
is normally very small relativ~ to horizontal flow. 
Thus i~ has an effe=t several orders ~f maqnitudR 
smallpr than that of horizontal disnersion. The latter, 
howev~r. is still a small effect when dispersive 
transp3rt is compared with advective transport (14). 
This is not lik~ly to be the case in the vertical 
dir~ction, since the vp.rtical flow is also very small. 
Vertical diffusion and vertical advection are very 
closely relate1 effects, since they arp driven hy the 
same force (instability). Since diffusion is also 
highly dependent on wave ~ction, it is likely to be more 
important than advection. Tbis indicates that ignorance 
of the actual vertical advection~ or the inability to 
simplify it to finite-differenC~ qri~s, may b~ parti~lly 
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Tho. simplest methoj ~f calculating the vertical 
diffusion coefficient, n , is correl:ltion with the 
Richardson numb~r ! 
= lL 1,(2/0. 7 (JL\l 
P dz rJ 
(3.14) 
This inr.orpor3tes stratification and the rate of l~teral 
flow. H~wevpr, since Vertical diffusion is a sensitive 
proc0Ss and difficult to measure, it bas proved v9ry 
difficult to ~efine this relationship. All the i 
1 
(33,~4'. r.llcu13tion from the p.ichardson number woul~ 
. I 
corrp.lations liste~ in Tabl~ 3.1 have been offere1 
requir~ salinity an1 temperature, or density profil~s 
from the region ~f interest. 
The only general ~pproach to d~termining n~ i~ to 
measure the vertical distribution of some constituent in 
the re1ion ~f interest, and note th~ correspon~ing 
physical factors, such as surfac~ waves, the salinity 
profile, depth, and currents. This has been jone for 
heat and for suspende~ matter by Sastry an~ Okubo (35" 
and rchire et ale (J6), r.espectively. 
rchiye et ale obtained an in-depth picture by 
measuring the 1istribution of suspended matter in deep 
waters, for nine wi~elv separated stations in the 
carrihean. yet not enough data were ~btained to relate 
eddy diffusion to st:tti~ stability conclusively. T)'Z was 
found to varv b~th horizontally and vertically. In th~ 
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33 Correlations of:J 1[1 th ::!ichardson !'luT!lber 
or Density Grad! ent c 
Dzo = Jz at Rj = 0, the neutral case 
(J 1s F: pro~ort1onal1 ty constant 
D,= Dzo(I-t,GRi) -I Eossb;- & !'Zontgomery, 1935 (33) 
Rossb::- & !>'Iont{:!,omery, 1935 (33) D~ = .o2.C) ( I -+ B R i) - 'l. 
Holzm~.n, 1943 (33) 
Yamamoto, 1959 (33) 
r~mayev, 1958 (33) 
Dz. :. D:zo (I - (3 Ri), H i ~ -k 
D - 0 (1-(3 R')'1z n, L ..L z..- zo ' ) 1"\, - 13 
D 1'\ -(3 Ri z: Uoz.O e 
Munk (; J\rK:,erson, 1948 (33) Dz :. Dzo (, + (3 ~i)-l 
/3=3,33 
Har-reF-oes, 1968 (33) - '3 -l. '1 Dz = S')( 10 € oJ c..W\ 1'5~", 
5 y.lfF' <. E. ~ \5)( 10-5' c~_1 
Kolesnikov, 1961 (33) Dz. :: Dzo -+ (3/€ J C-Wl"1/ set, 
D 1'2. (3 ::. 8,"l. v Itr S 20 = .;Jf' 
Dzo = 2 
Koh 811 (1 ~'~m, 1969 (33) D-z. ::.IO-i-,€ 
4 j( 10-7 !:: e '= 10-'2. 
G tt d Hua (34) Dz == ,. L 0',-3/2.-u man an _ n~ "'" 1"\ 
L) le\l\.,+k sec.d e 
U
J 
ve\oc.. it" s~a \e of motioV\ 
( 3. 1. SF! ) 
(3.1S1:) 
(3.15c) 































8 cm'2./sec • In intermediate depths it Nas bet1'leen 5 and 
13 cm'2./sec ., t:md from 0.2 to 2 crn'2./sec • ')'1ithln 80 ~. of 
the bottom. 
]~ullenber~ (37) off,ers Fl d ef1ni tion of Uz and 1:< 
simplo relation based on measurements in sh~llow w0ter, 
14 to 30 meters. T~e fino s thHt st:r.'Htiflcation. Rnci :':i::1o 
velocities have marked influence on vertical diffusion. 
The sur~ley was based on the folloidnp: d efini tion: 
4 h~ I VI LCC'l" 
1T"1l t 2-t,) \."/ 
't'There h-t. is the half-thickness of the dye layer, above 
34 
or belo~'J the point of injection. Kullenberg derive s the 
following relation from his experiments: 
(3.17) 
1!oThere:; i s ~lind veloci ty, m / sec. 
q is the horizontal velocity vector, m /sec. 
"'a is the stratification number, gAp, 1 
J PAz "SeC '2. 
~)orne sort of vertical velocity profile must be 
obtained to estimate dq /dz. i'he obvious criticism 
Of this relation is that it implies no vertical 
diffusion in the absence of l'1ind, and infinite diffusion 
in unstratif1ed 't'Taters. The variation of Dz. with de"9th 
is deuendent on the functions chosen for ';,1 .. ~ and dq /dz. 
:.i8.stry and Olrubo (35) suggest a method for 
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applie~ to con~eRtration by analoqy. The metho1 
requires knowlp1ge of the temperature (or concentration, 
profile, an~ th~ absolute vertical velocity profile, in 
the waters of intsrest. ?he qoverning assumption is 
that the sum of v?rtical ~dvection and vertical ed1y 
diffllsion is the same at any depth. A value of Oz is 
estimate1 for a =ertain depth, say 100 m. Th~n: 
. (VT)-' [ J Dz = ~ w T - W 1 100 + (Dz ~) 100 (J. 1 8, 
Tf the teMperatur~ T and the vprtical velocity w 
are known at all 1epths, ~ profile of Dz can be 
obtain('!d. 1'he assullled v~lue of (D2 ,.00 must be ::~osen 
on whatever information i~ availabl9, but values which 
would ~ake Dz neq!tive at SOMe ~epth, or
 unreasonably 
high near the surface, cOlllpare~ to mpasurements found ift 
the literature (33), can be eliminate~. 
The most flexible and most comprehensive metho~ ip 
that offered by Pritchard (]R). Rase~ on measurements 
in the James Riv~r, it calculates ~ from the Richar~son 
number. wave parlmeters, horizontal flow, ~epth. ~nd 
empirical coefficients. Although the coefficients have 
only been obtained for the James River, the formulation 
was dpsigne~ for parti~lly-miyed estuaries, and shoul~ 
be fairly general. Since fiel1 measurements of 
stratification are required for all methods, some 
diffusion measurements tak~n at the same time would 
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where '1f'~ (3pr (tp are a1;ustab.le coefficients 
~ is distance downward from the ~nrface 
Wij is wave height 
WL is wave length 
WT is wave period. 
This formul'ltion has been used by Spauldir.;r (11) 
without chanqinq Pritchard's coefficients. No matt~r 
which method is used to c'llculate nz~ som~ field 
information is necessary. In the op~n ocean case, if 
diffusion measurements cannot be made r values must be 
assumed based on the most similar cases in which .., 
measurements have been made (11). 
Horizontal nisp~rsion in Estuaries 
Mass transp~rt in estuaries is usually dominatei by 
curr~nts caused by tides or river inflow r and the effect 
of bottom and shlre is more pronounced than in offshore 
areas. For. these reasons r a length scale is not 
considere1 sufficient for calculation of Dx and Dy • 
~ethods that have been uS3d for estuaries are based on 
the mean current velocity~ and ar~ therefore said to 
calculate dispersion coeffici~nts t~ther than diffusion 
(14 r 39). 
HolleYr Harleman r and Pischer (Jq) present a rrt ther 
complicated Ache~e for tiial estuaries. It apppars to 
be applicable to wide c~astal bays if the hydraulic 
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37 
radi1ls is :aken as equal to t.he depth. N~w physical 
factors tak~n into account herp are the ~scillation of 
the tidal flow, the Chezy coefficient, and the wi1th of 
the hody of water. 
The method begins with Elder's empirical rel.tions 
for l.onqitudinal, lateral, and vertical dispersion (40): 
where 
n = x 5.93 ~1l* 
fly = 0.'1 hzu* 
n = z 0.067 ~u* 
J. 
u· 
= I ~h I'u 
Ch is the Che7.Y coefficient 
hz. is the hy:1raulic rad"ius, which is taken 




Two dimensionless variables incorpor~ting the tid.l 
period are intr.oduced~ 
T~ = T~/~ 
/ Dy 
T; = T~/!l. 7 Dz 
where h is the estuary half-wi1th 
h is the depth 
T~ is the tidal period. 
(3.23) 
(3.24 ) 
Holley at ale then produce a f~rmula relating th~ 
diffusion coeffi~ients in each dirpction to the 
coefficent for an infinitely lonq tidal cycle, 000 • 
Fortunately, for vertical variations in the mean flow, 
thi~ reduces to: 
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For transvp.rse variations, 
and 
h U"' (0. 30 L.\ II 2. ) 





3] where U,,2 is the cr.oss-sectional average of the 
squared velocity fluctuations, and 
(3.28) 
Verv little is actually known about the likely valup.s of 
u' , , and a value of t.he dimensional constant ~l) must be 
assumed. In the abovf", Dv and not r.epresent the 
longitudinal 1ispersion ~ue to vertical and transverse 
velocity variations, respectively. If thf" velocity 
distrihution is known, D~ can be taken equal to the 
larger of Dv or 0-t:. If n:>t., it is recommende~ that 11){ 
he taken equal to Dv. 
Leen1ertse (14) offers the most appealing method 
for calculating dispersion in an estuary. He also 
starts from Plder's equations. ].20 and 3.21. The 
trouhlf" with these is that thoy indicate no dispersion 
in the absence of a mean flow. However, it is clA~r 
that disper.si:>n in a natural body of water will still be 
cons~derable, 1ue to turbulent motion and wind effects. 
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39 ( >3. 30) 
wh~r0 ~ is a diffugion c~efficient dependent on wav~ 
and . '1 il'1 . conditions, and on the later~l diffusion • 
for use in this ~ev~lopm~nt, which ig to be applied 
to a oartiallv-miKe1 Rg~U3ry, pritchard's meth01 for the 
vertical diffuRion coeffi~ient will he used (~~ultion 
3.19). ~he hor.izontal disr sion coeffi~ients C3n h~st 
be cal~ulated from ~quations 3.2q and 3.30, using 
Equation::; 1.20 '1n:1 1.21 'is the functions f, an:t f2,. 1'ha 
valu~ nw can h? t.alcen ag a oi ffusion coefficient, .'is 
calculat~d fro~ Equation 1.11, Ilginq a typical wi1th of 
thp estu~rv as a lenqth scal~. Thig would oermit 
adaptation of the same metho1 to offshor.e areas, wheth~r 
or not the mean floW is dominant OVRr turhulen~e. 
Table 3.2 summarizeg the asp~cts of the difterent 
methods presente1. rhe information listed must eith~r 
be gathered in the field, or assumei similar to j~t~ 
alreadv available (if it is not self-evident, as would 
be valueg for. the length scale). 
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1 • Powel:' la liS (21,26,21) 
11 , 12, 13 
2. Rldel:' (39) :;'.0, 21 
3. Holley et al. (39) 20-28 
4. t.@.endertse (14) 2Q, 30 
Vertical: 
, . Kullenberg {J1} 11 
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IV. INVBSTIGATION OP COMPUTATIONAL ~SPECTS 
~he finit~-difference equationR presentej in 
:hapter II are, of courRe, only approximations to the 
mass transp~rt e~uation. It is essential to know the 
~ffects af the approximations. Tn ord~r for the mo~el 
to be u~eful, th~ numerical an~ true Rolutions must 
conver1e as the grid size and time step are decreas a 1. 
Por simplifiej c~ses, analytical proofs of convergQnca 
and st~hility ~an be made. For the more complic~tQ1 
system unier consi~eration, it is de~irabl~ to 
demonstrate the c~~putational veracity with som~ 
simulations. This has not bepn 10ne ~reviously h~causn 
of liwitations in computer size and speed. However, the 
time was taken h~re to attempt verific~tion of som~ 
predicte1 c~mputational effects. 
Con vp. r'l~nce 
Tn order to demonstrate convergpnce of the 
numerical solution with an analytical solution, a 
rectan1ular basin ~ith a constant, uni~irectional 
current and an instantaneous plane source of material 
was simulated. The solution for these conditions is 
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p= 
(4. 1) 
4 rr 1))t't. 
I 
where g~ is the instantaneous plane source strength 
per unit i\raa.,. 
:lX is the longit':ldinr!l dispersion coeffi~ient, 
v is the 10wnstream ~istanc~, 
f1 i'i the ~:>nstant str.eam velocity, and 
t is the time elapse~ after in;ection. 
The plane source was simulated hy a row one grid wi1~, 
acros~; the entire virtth and depth of the basin. Into 
this row a relatively ~ilute constituent was injectel 
over 0n~ time step, so that the total mass injected per 
cross-section"ll squa re foot was aqua 1 to q~\. rh~ 
distrih~tion was printed at chosen time steps as the 
constituent vas 3dvected and dispersed downstream. It 
is expected thlt ~s the time step and grid sp~cing are 
decreased, the finite-difference an~ analytical 
solutions will converge. Thus the siwulation vas 
perfo~me~ for both large i!nd small time steps and qr.i1 
spaci Ilqs. 
The results of the simulation ara shown in Fiqures 
4.1 and 4.2. It is obvious that the simulation is very 
poor for the l~rge values of At and ~x, and that th~ 
42 
solu~ion~ are converging to an ~ccepti!ble representation 
as thp Rizes are reduced. One mav note that even in the 
better else, th~ simulation is still rather poor aft~r 
the shorter simulation time. This is b~cause the 
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v' 
width, r~ther th~n being planar, at the sourcp. 45 1\5 t.h~ 
constituent pro~ee~s downstream, this error hecom~s less 
signl.tic-"nt. 
~tability and Accuracy 
stability is the raquirempnt th~t errors introduced 
in th~ comoutational method ~o not amnlify in an 
unlimited manner (19). .1\ definit.ion of stability is 'is 
follows (15': 
• 
r t I) L I... is the theoret ica 1 50111 tion of the fi nl te 
M) ", VI 
diff~rence eJuation, and 1f 1. I ... Vt'\,"',VI is the numerical 




rem-li ns bounded as 1 increases. 
For a paraboli~ or elliptic line.r equation with 
constant coeffici~nts, th~ altern.tinq-dlrection-
implicit metho1 h~s been shown to be unconditionally 
stable (17,42,41). Spau11inq (15) has prover1 
unconditional st~bilit' of his meth01 for the 
two-di~ensional laterally-averaq~d mass transport 
equation, with the restriction that the dis~ersion 
coefficients are constant. 
Accor.ding to the von Neumann method of analysis, 
the 'E:'rror. 7. ~ \0\ ~ (Equa ti on 11.2) is hiumonicall y 
) , 





















I'i , ; 
E (')(} = 2. A j e i (3j )( 
j 
wherp the freqll~n:::y (3j is arbit.rary, 
A3 is the amplitude, 
i ~ squar~ root of -1. 
only H singlp compon~nt, i = 5, need be dealt with. ro 
follow an error ~g time increase~, the error heing zero 
at ti"e t = 0, th~ solution of the finite-~ifference 
~quatlnn is tak~n as 
Lf3s)( . 11 .., f h . . The error e Vi not grow Wlth t1m~ 1 t e crlterl~n 
is met. por the restricted cases described, expressions 
\.. o\.s t b b '.:.11 .:.II b f.or t'l~ ~ar~meter e can e 0 talnp'l, anll c~n e 
computed to mBQt this criterion, thereby provin1 
uncon~ition~l st~bility. 
ftlthough the e~uations of Chapter II do not meet 
thp ahove restri:::tions, and stability has not been 
prove~ for this c~se, there is numerical evid~nce thlt 
stahility arguments will remain valid (17,4 11. In the 
applications to be described in Chapter Vlt, the 
computational method exhibited stable behavior at all 
times, when correctly posed. 
In a simpler sense, ~tabilit, is also governa~ hy 
the di:nensionless para;ns'ter uAt;, , which is considered it AX 
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The crit9rion is: 
I ~£)1=- \ ~ F (4.5) 
where p j~pends ~n the type of diff~rencing system 
employed, ~nd is typically of thp. order of unity. This 
normally re~uires that a particle must not be aavect~1 
across an entire grid during onp time step,~n1 thereby 
lost. ~ similar, but less demanding ~~iterion involves 
the dispersion r.~efficient: 
L F (4.6) 
47 
which is less ~em3nding because it is e~sier to meet for 
real bndies of w~ter. 
~~~ accur~cy of the ~lternatinq-iirection implicit 
metho~ has been calculated hy Douglas (17) to he of the 
oroer of (AX'2.+ At'2.). where AX is expressed :is the 
fraction of the m~del length spanned bv one grid, ani At 
as thp fraction of the simulated timp spannea by on~ 
step. The 1esirei accuracy, combined with th~ =riteria 
of Equations 4.5 and 4.6, will qive an idpa of t.he time 
and gri~ increment~ required. However, the geometry of 
the water b~dy m~, impose stricter limits, and. as 
described below, there are other numerical effects wh~ch 
require consideration. 
Dispersive and Dissipative Effects 
stahility and converqence alone are not sufficient 
conditions for a useahle model. The additional 
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I: i " , 
dissio~tive ch~r~~teristics. 48 These ar~ dp-fined in terms 
of a numher of superimposed Fourier series, of different 
frequencips. ~hich constitute the spatial variation of 
mass ne~sitv. ~he dispersive effect is displ~yej when 
the components in the computational mo~el prop~gate at a 
speed ~iffer~nt from that of the analytical s~lution. 
The aissipativ~ effect is eVident wh~n the components 
decay in ~mplitu~e without any physical rpason. Since 
decay f~r physical reasons, such as ~ispersion and 
bioch0~i~al reactions, will exist in the real probl~m, 
it is Qssential that the dissipative error not be large 
enough to be confused with any real decay_ 
Por this purpos?, analytical investiqations of 
these effects have been performe~ (14,1~). It was 
necessary to analyze a simple one-dimensional mass 
transnort equation for a rectangular basin. rh~refore, 
it is dpsir~hl? to comr~r~ th~ performancp of the 
propos~d finite- :iifferen('!e equations to ,that predi~te~ 
for th? simpler case. rhis is done hy simulating a 
concentr~tion wave in a rpctangular basin for a numher 
of different values of the dimensionles5 parameters u~t 
A't 
and Og6\, suffi~ient to constru~t figuros similar to 
(A)() 
those given by Spaul1in:} (15) and L~ende['tse (14). 
fhp MaS5 transport equation that was analyzed is: 
uP + U ;:>p 
Ji: dX 
where u and D~ a['~ constant. 
o (4 _ 1) 
The analysis of Leeniertse 
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(14), which ig ~umm3.rized here, uses 
L+I 
method, obtaining equ~tions for Pm 
49 
~ multi-operation 
rt nd p;"f7.. The 
solution in terms of a Fouri~r series is: 
P('i)-t) - L pf e'llp [L (~>< +Wjt)] 
J 
wher~ u,)~ is tile fr~qtJency of the ith r.ompon~nt, 
<ll is the wave number, ?1i1 T" 
~: is the complex amplitude. 
The finite difference egu~tions are abbreviated 
\. p* L 
1\ \ 'IY\ 
}..I = 







obtain~d from the full s~t of ~iff~r?nce equations. 
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1issioative effe:ts ar~ the modulus nf thp propagation 
factoc ~nd the phase shitt. The propagation factor is: 
(1+.12) 
wher? W' is the frequency of the computed wav~. an1 w is 
the fr?quency of the prototype wave, ~fter the wave ha~ 
propaqa~ea one w!velength. The rate of propagation of 
the r~~l wave is auAt; the computed speed is the r~al 
part 0f Equation Q.10. Thus for the two op~rations of 
the c~mputation. the ratios of computed to theoretical 
Rl :: 
_I ( A ') 
+0.'1\ \.t6 
CiLJ,At 
+0.'" -, (f-s) R-z. = 
<f u At 
(4.11) 
and the total ratio is 
ThQ analytical solution for the amplitude of the 
mass density fluctuation is 
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~ho. modulus of the prop~qation factor is foun1 to 
v'[(I-B)2+A'l]/ 1.(I+B)2 + A2] 




wh~rp n is the number of operations used while the wave 
prooa:ra t(~S on~ wa velenqth. 
~o d~termine the disper5ive and dissipative effe~ts 
of the m~thod of solution given in Chapter II, the 
initial mass fiel1 was set to a sin~ wave variation in 
the x-~irection, which was renewed at the source as it 
propaq~ted nownstream. Aftp.r it hao propaqaten one 
wavel~ngth. the Implitude and ph~se shift ware noted. 
The mo1ulus was calculate1 from Bquation 4.15 and the 
ohserve1 ~mplitu1e. By ~los~ comparison of Figur~3 4.3, 
4.4, and 4.5 with those pr~p3red from the analysis (15, 
14), it is evident that th~ full set of equations 
performs very mu=h as predicted hy the analysis of the 
simpler equations. 
Leendertse's observation that there should be at 
least ten grid points per wavelength, to insure that 
dispersive and dissipative effects are negliqible, is 
bornp onto by t.his studV. Whpn r.he IHvclenqt.h of concern 
is the tidal wavelength, which is of the or~er of 200 
nauti~al miles in NarraqansRtt B.y (18 ), this ~on1itiDn 
J 
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Dissipative Effect. Modulus vs. Lw IX 
Modulus, \'t( ~~) \ = Ampli tilde, model Amplitude, analytical 
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Figure 4.4. Dissipative Effect. Modulus vs. Lw 
H" 
Modulus, IT (~)I = Amplitude, model 
Amplitude, analytical 
after one period ~ 
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Figure 4.5. Dispersive Effect. Phase lag vs. ~ 
.ix 
Phase lag = L (model, after one period) 
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is easily met, for a total model lenqth shorter than the 
wavelenqth. A ~ouple of further observ~tions are in 
order, with r~gard to the behavior of the computed w~ve. 
First, w~at has been called the dissipative effe=t turns 
out to be a divergence, that is, the failure ~f the 
a mpli t. t1ri2 t~ dec~ y as fast as it. should, accor~ ing to 
Equation 4.15. This is in accordance with the behavior 
predict~~ by Equation 4.'0. Second, the phase shift was 
ohservej to occur as the wave was qen~rated at the bead 
of th0. model basin. only the wave at the head was 
shortened: waves 10wnstream lagged in time but did not 
sho~t~n or propagate mor~ slowlY than the current field. 
This is expected, as the numher of waves must be 
conserved. These properties are illustrated in Figure 
4.6. 
Discontinuities ORIGINAL PAGE IS OF POOR QUALrfY· 
ihen a discharge occurs in a stream flow, a 
discontinuity of mass density occurs upstream from the 
source. Some matter should he taken upstre~m by 
dispersion, tiut the computational method is unable to 
properly represent the discontinuity. This is because 
its Fourier decomposition consists of waves which are 
too short t~ be encompassed in the grids, and thus a 
disturb~nce is generated ~t the source. The effect of 
this is to underestimate the influenca of dispersion, 
and n I£'<}i\ t.i v~ values of mass n~nsity maybe pr':>duced •. as 
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Dispersive and Dissipative Behavior for ~ ~ 10. 
AX 
P(x,t) vs. X VI 0'1 























can he seen in Figure ~.1. 57 
When the loc~tion of th@ discontinuity is known, 
1 upstr~am flux differencing, as deRcribed by Leendertss ,. 
i",,\.. 
, ~ ~ : 




·i .. " ,"Uti 
(14), can be used. This will increase the dispersion 
1 
I 
enouqh to supress the disturbance. However, for a 
three-~imensional problem, a more general approach is 
neede~. There is the problem of a pollute~ stream 
1 
>{ 
entering a larger hay, which can produce a line of 
",iii 
, 
discontinuities. Also, reversal of the current field 
~""I ~ '~ l l ~ I ~, 't 
~ i 
, F W~ } L ,. :-i f .. .. ~ 
t ~ ~~ 
i !~ ... ~ ~ ~ "':T; ~, I 'II '! t~ .... :'1 .. t;' r, '4 ,.. .. 11 1;1\ 
f ~ ~, ~ ~ Hn :\' ~1J l Oiloi ... , v~ .*! 111 
. ~~ 
after slack tide can produce the same kind of 
disturb3nce. ro handle thes~ conditions, Leendertse's 
m@tho~ of adding ~rtificial dispersion at extrem~ 
concentration gr~dients can he applied in all three 
dimensions. rhe previously calculated disper.sion 
coeffici~nts are adiuste~ as follows: 
(4.11) 




expressions are use~ in the other directions. It can be 
i 
--;; 




mass ~ensity difference between the two grids. The use 
of this metho1 adds to the computation~l time, but 
{ , 
1 reduces the generation of negative densi~ies. If the 
scheme is not used carefully, though, it has the ~ffe~t 
I of flatt~ninq real peaks by adding too much dispersion. 
Th~~efore a numerical study was mad~ to determine an 
I l ; 
1 
I 1 .I " ., j 
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"optirnum~ value ~f the coefficient e1. Again a plane 
source in a rectangular basin was simulated. ThG 
coefficient e
1 
was varied while other parameters w~ra 
held ~onstant. The results are shown in ~iqure 4.7. 
Th~ optimum value of e1 appears to be ~bout 0.20. 
The etfect of flattening the peak at large values of el' 
and t."~ llpstream negatives at sm::"ller values, are 
clearly visible. In the real-world ~imulations 
describe~ in Chapter vrt, it was found that values 
larqer than 0.20 could be used without flattening the 
peaks excessively. This is probably because, with 
dis~ersion acting in all three directions, the 
concentration gradients and hence the amount of 
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I Figure 4.7. Plane-source Simulations with Adjusted Dispersion Coefficients at 
1 ~ ~ ~J 
Discontinuity. P(x,t) TS. m, m=x/Ax 
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V. TlW-OH1ENST')NAL VERTICAI,LY-I\VEPAG.En TITHL MonEL 
Th~ most useful metho~ to date for the computation 
of hydro1ynamic input for the water quality model is a 
two-dim~nsionll, verticallv-averaqe1 tidal hydraulics 
model. rhe method was developed by Leendertse (19), ~nd 
applip1 by Hess ~nd Whit~ (18' to Narraqansett Bay. The 
program was applied to the Providence River area to 
determin~ the circulation and the tide height 
information. The use of this kind of model requires 
that thp actual vertical variations of the velocities be 
small (1~1). 
F.quations and solution Mptho~ 
The system ~f equations to be solvad consists of 
the ~ul~rian Navier-st~kes momentum equations, and mass 
conservation for incompressihle flow, as follows (18): 
.: -!k + f V + J.. (Jl'.(" + ~~ t d1iz.) 
pox p V)( u'l o'Z.. 
(S.I) 
'lJ 1/ ... UUV t uYIJ -t UWV = 
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Th~ horizontal velocities are averaged by 
integrat.ing in th~ z-direction, from -h ~t the bottom to~ 
at the surf~ce. rha z-momentum equation is reduced t~ 
the hydrost~t.ic equation, M.:=-p~ , hy making the 
Aoussinesq ~ssumption th~t pressure varies only with 
depth. The pressure at the surface is ~ssumed constant. 
Bottom stresses are approximated hy the Ch~zy 
relationship: 
'\)C = (5.5) 
where the Chezy coefficient, Ch' is given hy 
c~ - (5.6) 
where (h + ~, i.s in feet, and W is the Manning factor. 
Choice of a value for the Manninq factor must be made 
experimentally. The surface stresses due to wind ar~ 
approxim~ted by the quadrati6 law for turbulent flow. 

































( ~. 7) 
_ ~V (U\V1.)'I2. 
C2.H n 
(5.S) 
- 0 ( S.q) 
where capital U and V signify v~rtical averaging, as 
.~ 
V = ~ J v<iz 
-h 
p~ is t~e density of air, 
kJr a dimensionless 1rag coeffici~nt, is taken 
to OQ 0.002') 
w~, Wy are wind velocities in thp indicated 
directions, 
H=I1+(. 
The solution apprnach used by Leendertse involves 
space- and time-staggerinq of IJ and V, and i\ mUlti-
operation computation. A concise description of this 
method, qiven by Hess and Whito (18) r is quote-d here: 
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63 
The time step is split into two halv~s, and the 
time derivative takeTh OVRr the half tim~ step •••• 
Tn tb~ first half time step, values of U and ~ are 
computed implicitly along a grid row in the , 
x-dir-Action at the time (t. +-:i ).:IT. Then V is 
comp\lt~d ~t the same time V~vel explicitly. In the 
secon1 half time step, V and ~ are computed 
implicitly at (t + 1)lIT along grid rows in the 
V-direction, after which 0 is calculated explicitly 
at {t + 1) A 1.'. 
"In the first half time step, the time 
derivative of n iu the x-momentum equation is 
approximated by a backward difference: • •• In the 
second half ti~e step, a forward difference is use~: 
• •• ThllS, over a full time st.ep, the tim:! 
derivative is a central difference • ~ • 
ThA complete finite-difference equations (19), and 
details of the solution, are given in the appendices of 
the rep0rt by Hess and White (1A). 
Application to th~ Providence Piv~r 
The model area is to be that part of Narragansett 
Bay called the Providence River. It is actually a 
partially- mixed estuary with its circulation dominatei 
bV tides, although win1 and gravitational circulation 
may he important at times. The fresh-water inflow 
during one tiial =vcle is about six per cent ot the 
tidal prism. There are three water boundaries: the 
narrows at the mouth of the Seekonk River, at the north 
end; the mouth of the Pawtuxet River on the west shore; 
and th~ interf~ce with the lower bay, which is a lin~ 
hetwe~n Canimicut and ~vatt Points. There are also ty~ 
small rivers, the Mosbassuc an~ the Woonasquatucket, 
which enter near the mouth of the Seekonk. The maior 










bathym~tric feature is the f3rty-foot deep shippinq 
channel ~hich stretches the entire lenqth of th~ mo1el 
area. Pigure 5.1 shows the location of the model ar~a 
with respect to ~arragansett Ray and Rhode Island Sound. 
Th0. x-direction for the finite-difference qrid 
netwoL~ is chosen to follow the east shore of the riv~rr 
approxim~tely the same direction as th~ expected mean 
flow. since this shore is fairly straight, the matching 
of thp shoreline by square qrids is nptimi~ed. rhus th~ 
x-axis is a line directed S 22°E, the m-index incre~sing 
to the south. The y-axis is perpendicular with the 
k-index increasing to the east. The first comoutation~l 
field was t~ken ~s 32 by 12 grids, with a Ax of 1221 
feet. This was increased to 51 by 1R (Ax = Ay = 150 
feet), in an ~tt~mpt to i~prove the resolution. The 
most difficult geometric location to model accur~tely is 
the narrow mouth of the See~onk River, whtch spans about 
750 feet where it merges with the model area, but is 
much n~rrower iust to the east. An attempt to model the 
narrow~st entranc~ with a smaller Ax ~ould bave 
increased the storage and time requirements greatly, 
without croviding useful resolution in any other part of 
the mo~~l. Figure 5.2 is a map of the model ~rea, 
showinq the land and water boundaries. 
Th~ depth fieli was orepared from ".S~ Coast ani 
Geo~eti~ Survey :hart No 278. The mean low-water 
soundinqs closest to the southeast corner of each gri1 
J t, , 
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Figure 5.1. Location of model area 
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I FIGURE 5.2 Providence River Showing orientation of Grid System. 
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differenc~ between mean sea level and mean low water. 
An exce~tion to this procedure was made 3t the Seekonk 
River bonn~3ry wh~re the 1epths were chosen arbitrarily, 
to ensuro that the model represented the actual 
cross-sectional area of the interface. 
The houndary condition at all land-water interfaces 
is that the velocity component normal to the boundary is 
zero. The wat~r honndaries offer a choice of specifying 
~ither the tide height or the current velocity at every 
step. ~or a river boundary with an ~pproximately 
constant flowrate. it is easiest to specify the 
velocity, which is the flowrate divi1eo by the 
cross-secti~nal area. and which will vary inversely with 
the rise and fall of the tide. The Pawtuxet River 
boundary is handled in this manner. 
Since the flowrates at the wide lower boundary ~re 
unknown, the tide height is specifie1. Goo1 information 
is avail3ble~ from tide-height histories taken by the 
coast and Geodetic survey at Newport, Bristol, and 
Providence Harbor, Hess and White obtained th~ 
amplitu~es and phases of the main harmonic constituents 
o~ the astronomical tide. The tide heiqbt as a function 
of time C1H) is: 
~ (t) = 2. ~h (i) Hrl c.os (W6 t + (Vo -tu)V\ -k h ) 
n 
where n is the number of the constitu~nt, 
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modifi~s the amplitude, 
Hn is the amplitude, 
w~ is the angular speed in degrees per hour, 
vo. U is the equilibrium ~rgument at t=O, 
kn is the epoch, relative to Greenwich, England, 
t is the time in hours after reference tim~. 
The SPvAntAen largest constituents are used. Their 
a mpli t 11~ ~s a t the lower boun1a ry are obtained by 
interpolation from the known amp'itudes for N~wport, 
Bristol, and Providence Harbor. 
Th~ Seekonk River bounnary presents problems, not 
only b~C3use it is narrow, but also because the flow is 
still tidally ~ominated. Since the flow through this 
bounda~y reverses direction with the tides, it is 
difficult to sp~cify thg vplocity. Tn the Narragans~tt 
Bay morlel, Hess and White handle a similar problem bv 
expressing the velocity ~s a function of the three lUnar 
constituents of the ti1e. The three components of the 
flowratR are obtained by data analysis, and the total 
flowrate as a function of timp is qiven by {18l: 
where -r\( is the tim~ t.o first floori after high water. 
~uffici~nt data vas not available to apply this metho~ 
to the Sepkonk bounjary, but assuming the lunar 
influenc~ to be similar, the same constituents were use~ 
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Specifying the tide height seems a more likely 
altern~tive, but would m~sk the ~ctu31 river inflow. 
The most accurate method is apparently to add to the 
model grid .an area representative of the area of the 
tid~l ~?ekonk, and let it interact with the original 
model b~sin. This permits adding the inflow of the 
Blackstone River at a location removed from the narrow 
boundary. The computational time and storage are 
increasert, but the requirement is minimized by fitting 
the extr~ grids as compactly as possible into extra 
space. Since the actual circulation in the Seekonk is 
not of interest, it is only necessary t.o represent the 
storage volume accurately, and the shape approximately. 
The re5ult is that the tiial flow and the river flow are 
both mo1eled satisfactorily. 
Two considerations determined the len~th of the 
time step. First, it must be compatible with the 
required time step of the mass tran~port model. The 
second consi~eration is Leendertse's parameter of 
accuracy (1q): 
t3 s - (5.11) 
whece h is the rna~imum water ~epth. ~s must be of th~ 
order of five or less for a solution of. acceptable 
accuracy. Thus, 
_ (5") (7 SO) 
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~ 100-Re~on~ time step turned out to he perfectly 
compatible with the requirements of the watpr quality 
model. 
Verifi~~tion of the Tidal Mo~el 
Th~r? is only one set of r.urrent nata that has been 
taken in the model area. Haight, in 1Q]O, made 
measur~ments at many stations in Narragansett Bay, at 
all staaes ~f the tide (44). Six stations within th~ 
model lrea were occupied. The magnitude and direction 
of the current~ the tim~ relative to high tide at 
Newport, and the estim~ted component due to wind wera 
present~d.. 
To ~ompare the model predictions with the existing 
data f runs of the model were made for a date on which 
the ti1al range was the average, 4.6 feet at Providence. 
Initial conditions were estahlished by a ~4-hour 
simulation starting with zero tide height and 
velocities. This w~s found to be an a~equate startun 
time to eliminate transipnts. 
~he velocities calculated are dependent upon the 
bottom rouqhness, and thus upon the value chosen for the 
Manning factor in Equation 5.6. Hess and White (18, 
recomm ~n rl it v·a lll~ of 0 .. 026 for th". Providence Ri vel', 
based on their mo1elinq. The data gathered by Haight 
"resents an opportunity to adiust the ~anning factor. 
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part of. the mouth of the Seekonk, at e~ch hour of an 
72 
aver~q~ ti~~l cvcle. (The estimated co~ponents due to 
wind wpre rem~ved by Haight., Using a single-grid 
boundary of the 5ame cross-sectional area as the real 
channel at Haight's station, the Manninq factor was 
~djuste~ until the hest fit was foun1. This oc=urred 
for a ~~nning fa=tor of 0.030. 
Some distortion is expected at this location dUA t~ 
the fact that the model grid is about threA times as 
wide and ~na-thir~ ~s deep as the re~l channel. This is 
all right at mean tide, but at low tide, the 
cross-~p~tional area of the model is consider~bly less 
than th~t of the re~l channel, due to the lesser 1epth. 
However, since the greatest flow occurs when the ti1e 
lpval i~ near me~n, this effect is not severe. 
Fiqure 5.1 shows excellent aqreement in ?hase and 
in amplitude with Haiqht's d!ta. The first peak of the 
double flood (characteristic of Narraqan&ett Bay) ie not 
well-m3tche1 in ~mplitu1a, but failura to ~eproduce a 
single 1~ta point does not indicate a flaw in the 
equatinns or houndary conditions. Indeed, were Haight's 
points connectej into a ~~ntinuous curve, the area 
undern~atb woul1 indicate that the volume of the flooi 
tide is qre~ter than that of the ebb, riv~r inflow 
notwithstandinq. The mod~l is checked for mass 
conser.""tion at all tim~s, b'l summinq the river and 
tidal inflows ov~r time, and comparing this to the 
changp in the water content of the p.ntire mod~l. rh~ 
$_)19- HII' ,~~--~. '-~.-'-"-----~-- ",. -,,- -- -.-- --.- -.-- --~--.- .. - . -_. - "r l 
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greatest error fauni, which always returned to zero 
within the tia~l cycle, WlS 0.7 per cent of the total 
mass. 
In ~n effort to verify the model more broadly, 
current vector plots wer~ obtained for the whole fi0ld, 
at each hour of a tidal cycle. Haiqht's norml1ize~ 
vectors were tr~nsferred to the plots for comparison. 
rhese ar~ presente~ in Pigures S.4 throu~h 5.15. At 
slack ti12 the currents are variable and agreement is 
not qoo~. However, the model appears to reproduce th~ 
data ertr~mely well on the ebb ti~e, both in maqnitu1a 
and in 1irection. Motion becomes random aq~in at sl~ck, 
but returns to fair, though clearly not as precise, 
agreemp.nt on the flood ,ti1e. 'rhis situation is 
complicated by th~ characteristic doubl~ flooi, which in 
effect inser.ts an extra period of slack wat~r hetwe~n 
the two parts ~f th~ flooj. On the whole, it appears 
that th~ model predicts the same kinds of motion--
eddies of the s~mp. size, duration, ~nd location-- as are 
indicatpd by the fiel~ measure~ents. The one consist~nt 
differe~ce is that the measured magnitudes ~re greater 
than thosp predicte1. lhis is very likely to be the 
result 0f vertic~l ~verlqing, since Haight's 
m~asure.ents wer~ taken in th~ upper layers, mostly by 
floating spars. 
Input foe the water Quality Model 
~'~-'-'.'~ 
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FIGURE 5.4 comparison of Field Measurements and Model Predictiolw for Tidal 
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FIGURE 5.5 Comparison of Field Measur~lcnts and Hodel Predictions for Tidal 
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5.6 Comparison of Field Me .. surcmen~s and Model Predictions for Tidal 
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FIGURE' 5.7 Comparison of Field ~'~asur()Jt\ents and Nodel Predictions for Tidal 
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FIGURE 5.8 Comparison of Field Measurements and Model Predictions for Tidal 
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FIGURE 5.9 Comparison' of Field Measurements and t-Iodel. Predictions for Tidal 
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Comparison of Field.Measurements and Model Predictions for Tidal 
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FIGURE 5.11 comparison of Field Measurements and Model Predictions for Tidal 
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FIGURE'S.lS Comparison of Field Measurements and Model Predictions for Tidal 
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V~lu~s of the u- and v-velocities, and the tide 
heights generated hy the tid~l mod~l, are stored for 
each grii point and time step. The information is read 
as input to the vater quality model at each time step. 
Care must he taken to supply the information ~orrectly. 
since the two models are computationally incompatible. 
The problem is mainly that the two-dimensional 
model has a time step divided into two levels, while the 
three- ~imensional model has three levels. The 
information generated by the tidal model is u, v, and 
the tid~ height (called se) at each step. The 
information required by the water quality model is u and 
v at the beginning and end of each stP.p (u, V, up, vp), 
and the ~ide height at each fraction of a step and at 
I 2 
the en~ of the step (I, 1 +j. 1 +3' 1 +1: se, sep, seq, 
serlo The match-up is made by staggering. the reading of 
v and u, reading the unwanted arrays into a dummy 
variabl~ that is not used. The order of reading and 
dummying the velo~ities is revprsed after each step, to 
prevent the models from building errors due to model 
matching. rhe values read at 1 +1 are carrie~ over to 
the values of 1 at the start of the next step. This 
segupnce is illustrated in Figure 5.16. The values read 
, 
if " 
-t' and use~ are circled; the values read into the dummy are 
crossen off. The time levels assigned to each vari~ble 
are indicated by the subscripts. The method imposes the 
requirement that the vater quality mod~l have a time 
step three times as long as that of the tidal .o~el. 
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Time steps, water quality model 
Figure 5.t6. Reading sequence for hydrodynamic input 
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I Portun~tely. for this body of water, it is possible to 
use tha optimum time stgp for both mo~els. 
I All of this is accomplished by a subroutine in the 
I water gu.lity model which is called at each time step. rhe velocities, read into a horizontal matrix, are then 
~ I extende~ to all the vertical levels. This method has 
been checked for mass conservation. as describe3 in 
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VI. SI~NI?ICAN~E AND BERAVIOR OF COLIPOR~ BACTEPIA TN 
SEA WATER 
value as an Indi~at~r of 5ewa~e contamination 
Du~ to the difficulty of isolating pathogenic 
bacteria ~nd ent~ric virus~s from water an~ sewage, it 
has long been th~ practice t~ inf~r the quality of 
water, or the pot~ntial bazards of wastes, from the 
concentr~tions of the mor~ abundant and easily 
detectable colif~rm bacteria qroup. The groundwork for 
this practice was laid by Escherich in 188S, wbo 
determined Baccilus coli to bp characteristic of the 
feces of warm-blooded animals. Although the total 
colifor~ ~ount is still the commonly used indicator and 
is the ba~is of water quality standards, its use as an 
indicator has re~~ntly come under heavy attack from 
microbioloqists. 
Conc~rn over the presence of dispase organisms in 
natural waters falls into threp areas: transmission of 
disease through irinkinq wat~r (not a concern of this 
paper), ~~ntamin~tion of shellfish, and infection of 
swimmers. Coliform standards have lonq been in effect 
for th~ first two considerations (45,46). Th~r~ is 
clear evidence linkinq consumption of contaminated 
shellfish or drinking water to outbreaks of typhoid 
~ltlitt & 4 ':'1J 





























fever or infecti~us hepatitis (47,48). 
Th0 danger ~f bathing in contaminated sea vater is 
not at all cl~~r. rh~re is almost no evidenca 
conclusively linking polluted beaches to di5e~se 
outbreaks. On this basis, some have gone so far as to 
state that bathing in sevage-pollute~ sea wat~r carries 
90 
oegligi ble risks to health, even if the water is ORIGINAL PAGE 1b OF POOR QUALITY 
aesthically unpla3.s'lnt (4A). However, it is ext.remely 
difficult to detect disease contracted by swimming, 1ue 
to such problems as the transience of swimming 
populations, the long incubation periods (49) of 
diseases such as hepatitis (a month or more), and th~ 
scarcity of enteric diseases in the populations of th~ 
United states and the united Kinqdom, Where most of th~ 
studies h~ve been attempted (4q). This difficulty has 
been use1 as an argument hoth for and against tha 
imposition of microbial standards for beaches (4Q,50). 
The ~rgument against classifvinq bathing waters by 
coliform levels centers upon, first, the absenca of 
evidenc~ of disease transmission, and second, the large 
observed variations in coliform counts with time at ~ 
given beach, which would seem to preclude assigning a 
beach to a certain class. Shuval (4Ql, hovevar, 
conclu1~s from a mathematical estimate of the 
probability of contracting disease, that staniaris ar~ 
needed. Althouqh enteric di~ease has not been linke1 to 
contaminated bathinq waters recent stUdies point 
conclusiv~l, to the danger of skin ana upper respiratory 
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I tract in feet ion s (51,52). It maybe sa fp. to cone Iud e 91 
~ 
I that when qoing swimming, one woul~ ~ish to know whether the Yater is polluted. 
II 
i I ;\ 
\' 
The pr~sumption that the total coliform level can 
indicat~ how polluted the water is, and with what 
~ I harmful o~g~nisms, is increasingly in douht. Althougb 
I 
the occurrence of pathogens such as Salmonella and , i 
J 
r: 
streptococcus is generally found to be relatel to the 
~ I ;.-~ , f oj j 
·1 
coliform count (Q1,5J), this is not alw~ys th~ case. 
Disease outbreaks due to Salmonella and Shigella have 
, 





coliform standard (less than 2.2 per 100 mi.), and th·~ 
ratio of ~almonellae to coliforms, usually very small, 
~~. I 
l: 
'i was gr~ater. than one (5~). Another problem is that 
coliform levels ~an increase enormously in the presence 
~ .. I ,. of organic nutrients, while this effect is not observed 
for pathoqens or viruses (51,~2). Furthermore, and 
I , i i perhaps the most damaging to their indicator status, 
I coliforms are more susceptible to disinfection than enteric pathogens (52,54,~5). This woul1 mean that the 
II coliform test overestimates the effectiveness of sewage 
treatment, and the guality of the receiving waters. rhc 
" 
I nature of the coliform group itself presents some 
,I 
I \ 
~ I l 
'. 
problems. Not ~ll members of the group are of fecal 
origin; some occur on plants and in soil, and would be 
t present in large numbers in runoff that was not 
necessarily contaminated with s~wage. The different 
,I members ~scherichia coli, Kle.bsiella, Citrohacter, and 
1 
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Enteroh~cter have been found to have diffprent die-off 
rates ~nd different responses to nutrients (56). Th~ 
various method~ use1 to obtain coliform counts do not 
even d~t~ct all of the same organisms (52). 
nutka (5?) soecifies four criteria a good indicator 
should ~eet. They ar~: 
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1. Oc:::urring in much greater numbers th~n the ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
pathogp.ns; DF POOR QUALiTY 
2. Not proliferating r~lative to the pathogens; 
]. Reing more persistant through disinfection and 
in t~e environment than pathogens; 
4. Yielding an unambiguous identification. 
nutka concludes that the coliform group fails all these 
tests. He recommends that fecal coliforms, together 
with fecal streptococci, he used as an indicator 
instead. rt has been found that enterococci are not 
subiect to the growth phase, and the death rate is 
smaller and less sensitive to the environment than that 
of coliforms (55,. others have recommen1ed Escherichia 
coli, whi.ch is of unquestionable fecal origin and has 
been studied individually to determine its die-off rate 
(51,53} • 
Despite the availability of this information, it 
will probably take years for requlatory agencies to 
adopt better. indicators and acquire the nev techniques. 
Meanvhil~, the 1eterministic vater quality mod~l comes 
into its own. ~ny constituent can be modeled, including 
pathoqens and viruses as well as indicators, providing 
~.".f._,1 ;,pa .' ~.(. .' ~-.' ~"--'~"'''''-'' ~.,-~~~", ~ __ .4"""""""_' _____ +"_''''''~''' ___ ''+'''"''''''-_' -----.~ .... t1'i:"""t!!i ... ;y ... ,ttl... IH... I/.,.r·.··"'" ., ...... '
















source levels and die-off rates can be estimated. Some 
good information is available on, for ~xample, 
Salmon~lla (53). The use of a model caD p.liminate 
problems such as the uncer.tainty in the widely-used MPN 
(most pr~hable number) test, and the presence of 
coliforms of non-fecal origin. Field data may be used 
to verify th~ mo~~l under known c~nditions, and the 
model wjll describe the effects of variations in the 
conditions. 
perhaps it is fortunate that total coliform data is 
the kino most likely to be available for ver.ification 
purposes. Since much literature on coliform kinetics is 
availahl,e, this permits the best pos~ible formulation of 
t~e kinetics in the model. 
Reaction Kinetics of Coliforms in Sea Water 
rt is questionable whether the disappearance of 
coliforms in sea water is correctly called either 
"die-off" or "Mortality". InactiVation and 
sedimentation are likely to be mechanisms of 
disappe~ranr.e. It is clear fr.om many studip.s (~1,54, 
55,51,5~,5~) th3t the disappearance is much more rapi1 
in sea water than in fresh water. Many studies 
attempting to estimate the decay (disappearance, 
die-off) coefficients have been ma~e, and many differinq 
results have been obtained. ~t this point, it is still 
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The behavior of coliforms in sea water consists of 
up to three phases. Figure 6.1 illustrates the 
differ~nt kind~ of behavior that may be found. The 
first, which is not alvays observed, is a lag phase, in 
which the population does not decrease, and may increase 
if nutri2nts are present. Lag periods of the order of 
0.4 day (51), one day (56), and three wee,ks (51) have 
been renorted. This phase is followed by an exponential 
decay. Many investigations have attempted to determine 
the coefficient of this decay, and the conditions upon 
which it depends. Finally there is a resistant phase, 
in which a certain portion of the population will 
persist long past the rest, due to an inherent ability 
to resist the pressures of the environment (56). This 
phase h~s not been well characterized. 
The exponential decay coeffi=ient, Kd , is defined 
in terms of the ratio of the coliform count at any time 
t 'to th0 initial count (59): 
= 
values of Kd are standardized by using the time, t qO ' 
required for ninety per cent of the coliforms to 
disappear, so that 
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~ resista.nt phase----;:.~ 
1 2 3 4 
Fig"U.re 6.1. Types of coliform Growth and decay 
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t1 \', i'! 
The quantity t90 is of great interest because it givAs a 
quick indication of the degree of self-purification of 
which th~ w~te~ is c~pable. Values for sea w~ter can be 
as small as 20 minutes, or nearly 200 hours (60). 
Studies of the ~ecay rate have yielded widely 
varying results dependinq upon the location. whether 
samples were stored in the lab or in situ, upon the 
countinq method. and on whethAr artificial or natural 
sAa wat~r was used. To obtain numerical values of the 
dRcay coefficients. and a model of the processes, 
reviews of thA past findings must be made. Fortunat~ly, 
two recent reviews offer an opportunity to ne~tly 
resolve p'lrt of the coliform kinetics problem. 
~itGhell and Chamberlin (61) have formul~ted ~ 
model in.corporatlng the maior known. ~r generally 
acceDte~ contributors to coliform disappearance and 
growth. Disapoearance is due to sedimentation, solar 
radiation. predat.ion. and physicochemical effects 
(osmotic 0ffect. pH, specific ion toxicity). Growth is 
due to the presence of nutrients in the plu~e (carbon. 
nitrog~n. phosphorus). The mass transport equation is 
given for one-dimensional flow: 
































i'There V$ = sedimentation velocity; 
G = coliform concentration; 
A-.= maximum coliform gro~lth rate; 
~(s = half-saturation constant for: 
S, the concentration of nutrients; 
H = endogenous respiration rate; 
~~= maximum predation rate; 
?p = concentration of predators; 
kp = half-saturation constant for P ; 
Ypc= yield of predators on bacteria; 
k,s =die-off rate due to solar radiation; 
let) = solar r~diation intensity; 
~j= attenuation of light in water; 
r = physicochemical die-off rate. 
The trouble with this model is that most of the 
above par~meters are unknown. Not only are there no 
, 
general values, but there sren t even good estimates or 
field measurements of, for example, the concentl.'ations 
of predators. The model is presented in a more useful 
form in the follo't'l1ng table, i'Thich gives estimated 
maximum die-off rates due to each component (61). 
-~r'" . ::,-.. ; --",.,----.. 
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Still, it is not possible to make good estimates of 
the components of Kd , wi thin the gi'Ten maxima, t'1i thout 
extensive measurements. HOi-lever, from the literature, 
it is clear t.hat three factors :lominate the behavior of 
coliforms in sea i'1ater: temperature, sU:'llight, and the 
presence of nutrients. 
The temperature d.ependence has been observed as 
early as 1956·(57). 'rhe familiar rule of thumb for 
biochemical processes, that the rate doubled for a 




































Gameson and Gould (60) foI' coliform decay; i
n fact, they 
found the factor to be 1.97. i'rom f:f c
ombination o:t 
ear'lier results and their ONn invest
igations in ~1hich 
light ,-ras excluded, Gameson and G·ou
ld proposed a 
relation fort~ as a functiort of te
mperature, in the 
absence of solar radiation: 
10'::'0 tCfo (dark) = 2.292 - 0.0295 'r 
(6.4) 
1·rhere 'l,1 in in degrees Centigrade. 
'l'he effect of sunlight, Nhen clear· 
beakers of sea 
"rater 7i·ie,~e eX1)osed to it, Nas to reduce tqO 
to as little 
as 20 ninutes (60). Hany investigators ha"Te
 observed 
that t::e effect of solar radiation i
s pronounced. 
l~ddin[~ the effect of sunlight to Equat
ion 6.4, then, 
shoulc incorporate tNo of the three
 important variables. 
l'~i tchell and Chamberlin obtained the
ir estimated maximum 
Kd due to sunlight of 4 /hr. from an 
estimated mini~um 
tqo of 30 :minutes; using Gameson and 
Gould,' s 20 minutes, 
the m8ximum Kd becomes 6.9 !hr. 
In using a finite difference model, 
it becomes 
practicF.ll to recalculate the decay c
oefficient at eRch 
time sten, as the altitude of the su
n varies. J\ssuming 
the maximum K of 6.9 to occur at the surfa
ce, w1th the 
sun directly overhead, the reduction
 1n radiation 
99 
intensity at the surface and at all 
depths, at other times, 
-can be calculated.. Relations gi vine
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at the surface as a funetlon of latitude, time of das, 
tiUle of year, surface reflection, turbidity, atmospheric 
transmission. and cloudine~s nave De~n set forth oy Ryan 
and Stolzenbach (62). As light is attmua'ted by tue 
wat.e:r~ 1,. now 'V'uies wi tn depth, and a yalue must be 
calculated x'or each model grid point. Values for the 
attenuation ~et1'icient have been obtained for tne 
Providence R!yer (63). 
Modelillg the lag or growth phase is, more dil'X'icult. 
The lag phase is, usuaLly characterised by a time period, 
on the order of a day t during whic.tl no decs-Y OCCUl"s .... 
'Phis would De yery dil'l'icult to incorporate into an 
Eulerian calculaUon, since the Ume a particle has 
hen in the fi.eld i8 not known. Equatlon 6 •. 3 8Ugge8~s, 
~at nutrients could be modeled aa a seuond consti.tuent, 
which wou.ld make' good use of the moael' 8 caputli ties 
a&:; described in Chapten. II.. 'ae concentration of 
mltrients. and the coefficients of int.eract.£.on with 
colifol!'Uls~ are: not; known for the Providence Hi ve~ .. and 
would be difficult to obtain. BOQ-ver, it in 81Jl 
problem" modelillg the growt!1 phaae W88 of particular 
in~ere8t, it Dllght be worthwhile to at\empt ~o obtain 
such datE.. ~h1s project w~ll only attempt to 
d:eraonstrate 'that. tne: model has this capabl1i t,y • 
.~t.i.J rM'~ 






















VII. HSTUARY APPLICATION OF THE "ODBL 
ORIGINAL PAGL: : 
OF POOR QH/.xUr~, 
Water QU3lity in the P~ovideDce River 
The Providence River is surrounded by areas of hiqh 
population density. It receives. either directly or 
indirectly, the effluent from sewage plants serving a 
population of about 313,000 (64), plus untreated waste. 
The Providence and East Providence sewage treatment 
plants discharge directly into the model area. The 
other significant quantities of waste enter by the 
Pawtuxet and Seekonk Rivers. 
The levels of pollution are such that the entire 
model area is permanently closed to shellfishing. field 
measurements of the coliform levels were made in 1966 at 
about eight stations in the model area, and at the 
mouths of the pavtuxet and the Seekonk, by the KPN 
method. Since then, the quality has been improved, 
mainly by the addition of secondary treatment at the 
Blackstone valley sewage plant on the Seekonk Riv~r. 
the main source of sewage pollution now is the 
Providence sewage trp.atment plant at fields Point. 
Sinc~ the storm ~nd sanitary sewers in the Providence, 
Pawtucket, and Central Palls area are combined, heavy 
rainfall causes the flow to exceed the plant's capacity. 
























ri ver. The offi=ial policy is to close nearly 10 6 000 
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additional lcres south ~f the model area to 
shelltishing 6 for seven days after one-half inch of 
rainfall 6 and for ten days after an inch or more of 
rainfall (65). rhe Pawtuxet River also remains a large 
source of sewaqe pollution. 
Figure 1. 1 shows the field measurements of total 
coliform MPN m~de in 196&. Concentrations ~re plotted 
on a log scale, against the distance from the mouth of 
the Se~konk, along an approximately central axis of the 
model. surface samples were taken at four different 
stages ~f the tije at each station~ high tide on August 
31, low tide plus three hours on September 8, high tije 
plus three hours on September 28, and low tide on 
November 21. All samples verp. taken in the mornings. 
The different dates make it jifficult to distinguish 
seasonal from tidal variations. However, sin=e the ,ost 
Probable Number is only a statistical estimate, and not 
a count of the coliform population, the uncertainty in 
the data itself may be greater than the seasonal 
variation. 
The colif-orm levels for t.he four s~urces t~ be 
modele1 (Seekonk RiveL, Pawtuxet Fiver, Providence 
sewage treatment plant, East Provi~ence ~ewaqe tre3t~ent 
plant) are obtained from 1ata kept by the Rhode Island 
Division of Water Supply and Pollution Control (64). 
Figure 1.1 shows four =ounts at the ~outh of the 
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H- high tide 8/31/66 
E- middle of ebb 9/28 
L- low tide 11/21 
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of feet: distance from mouth of Seekonk 
FiL~re 7.1. Field measurements of total coliform MPN 
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the mouth of the very small, non-tidal Providence River, 
whose coliform contrihution is neglected.) At low tide, 
ebb, and flo01, the value is Q300 coli /100 mI.; at high 
tide it is 4300. Extensive discussion of the modeling 
of this boundary follows. The Pawtuxet River, being 
non-tidal, will be modeled by a const~nt coliform level. 
Prom 5~v~ral measurements mad~ at different times, the 
value 4100 /100 mI. is the most often repeated, and is 
selected as the most representative.. Counts for the 
treat~~ efflu~nt of both sewage plants average 2300 /100 
mI. rising these as source levels, verification of the 
model will be attempted for the conditions of 1950. 
"odelina of a Conservativ~ constituent 
The mass transport model is now used to model the 
distribution of a constituent equivalent in source 
levels to coliforms, but with no decay specified y~t. 
Th~ mo~el grid and depth field are, of course, identical 
to those of the tidal model already developed, except 
for th~ ~dditional are~ used by the tidal model for the 
~eekonk ~iver. rhe horizontal dispersion coefficients 
are calculated from Equations 3.29 and 3.10. The value 
of Ow is taken as a turbulent diffusion coefficient, for 
a lenqth scale equal to a typical width of the estuary. 
From Equ~ tion 3.13, a vtt!lle of 0w=30 ft'Z /sec. is 
obtained for I =3000 feet. 
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vertic~l dif£usion coefficients. The Providence River 
has been founo to be highly stratifie1. Rather than 
doubling the cOMputational time by mo~elinq salt 
dispersion, a constant salinity field is obtained by 
averaging field measurements (66) over a tidal cycle, 
and estimating a linear s~tinity increase from the 
inshor~ to the open end of the model. A different 
equation is used for each level. Thus the salinity 
varies from 14 ppt. at the north end to 22.5 at the 
south end in the top level, a~d from 27.0 to 12.9 opt. 
in the bottom level. 
The effect of the stratification is to suppress the 
effects of turhulence and small w~ves. A base v~lue, 
s1. milar in purpose to 0w, was set at 0.001 ft2. Isec. 
based on the order of magnitude of the smallest measured 
values of Dz found in the literature (13). As 
calculated by E~uation 3.19, Dz exceeds this value only 
when waves such as would be generated by a sustaineo 
20-knot wind are specified, and then only in surface 
waters. ?he stratification of the Providence RiVer is 
thus seen to be a very important factor in suppressing 
vertical exchange. 
It is desired to use a time step three times as 
lonq as tha t of t.he tidal moile I, or 300 secQ',lds. 
Checking the velocity and dispersion criteria, the 
maximum velocity which occurs is 2.1 ft Isec, but 
velocities greater than 1.0 are rare. The largest 
dispersion coefficients obtained, prior to the use of 
ij 
1 , 
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so )(:' 00 = 0 .043 
(750)2 
-= 0.4 
~ 300-s~cond time step is acceptable, although it 
strains the limit at the Seekonk River boundary. It is 
not deemed profitable to double the computational time 
just to increase the accuracy at this location. 
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It is essential that the model conserve the mass of 
all constituents to within a few per cent, and that 
errors in mass conservation 10 not increase with time. 
The com outer program checks for such errors at all 
times. Another method of checking the model for mass 
conservation and stability is to model a uniform field 
of an arbitrary conservative constituent, with constant 
and equal boundary concentrations. This also indicates 
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tranSPQrt moj~ls, as described in Chapter V, =onserv~s 
mass. This has been done for a field an~ boundlri~s of 
5.0, simulating 24 hours with complete hydr~dynamic 
input. ~ny deviation from the value S.O indicates 
computational error. rna greatest devi~tion observed at 
any point was 0.073 (1.46 I" an~ the maximum total mass 
conservation ~rror was less than one-tenth of one per 
cent. This test indicates v~ry satisfa=tory performance 
by the model. 
Th~ ~oint so~rces at tbe two sewag~ treatnent plants 
are mo~eled by a source term existing in one grid or one 
column of the mo1el. Due to the stratification present, 
and th~ fact that both outfalls are in shallo~ water (, 
to 10 fe~t', it is expected that the effluent will rise 
to the surface. Therefore, the sources are placei in 
the surface level, N =2. The source levels are 
estimatp~ by multiplying the coliform concentration by 
the discharge per secon1, an~ dividinq by the volume ~f 
the grid. A flowrate of 53x106 gall~ns per day 
(Provinence), with a colif.orm count of 2300 1100 ~l., 
becomes a sourc~ of 0.1 mI. per second througbout tb~ 
grid. Par the ~ast Providen=e plant, with a 1ischarg~ 
of 4. (Hx 106 an 1 the same concentra tion, the s~lJrc~ 
strength is 0.01 1100 ml. 
Figure 7.2 shows contour maps of a simulati~n with 
the Provi~ence plant as a point source. The 
constitu~nt, with no decay sp@cified for observation 
purpos~s, was injected into an empty initial field at 
107 
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Figure 7.2. Simulation of Providence sewage plant as point source. 
21 hours, no decay, source strength 0.1 coli/100 ml-sec. 
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the second lev~l (N =1)~ starting at high tid~. Pigure 
1.2 sh~~s the distribution after 21 hours, which was the 
middle of the flood tide. The upstream discontinuity 
., 
problem is evident in the pr~nounr.ed dip ;ust below 
(south of) the source grii. (The flood tide is flowing 
up the p~ge.) The variation in the vertic~l iirection 
indicates the magnitude of diffusion for D =0.001 f~ 
Isec.. The persistent 5-contour south of Fiel1s Point, 
and th~ 20-conto~r opposite the source, are in shallow 
areas. This indicates that the coliforms becom~ 
uniformly distributed in the column~ by ~iffusion, when 
the deeth is of the orier of six feet or less. It can 
also be seen that the sewage treatment plant is a sm~ll 
source of fecal contamin~tion un1er normal operation. 
It appears that its contrihution will be negligible 
compared to the river sources. 
"nier the assumption that the sew~ge-contaminat3j 
fresh-water inflows will be buovant~ th~ source levels 
at the river boundaries are taken as maximum ~t the top 
level, decreasing linearly to one-third maximUM at the 
botto~. Whether this ~istribution persists downstream 
will be )n inter~stinq facet of the three-dimensional 
model. ~ddinq the river sources reveals several 
difficulties~ du~ to tbe fact that the flow reverses at 
the mouth of the tidal Seekonk. First, specifying a 
constant bound~ry concentration of Ql00 results in th= 
upstream discontinvity problem again ~uring flood tiie. 
The concentration iust inside the bound!ry takes a dip, 
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with the result that a large m~ss conservation error, UP 
to 3~ ~er cent, is produce3. This is because the 
transport out of the model is calculated with the 
concentr~tion just insi1e the boundary, which is too 
low. rt is ther~fore necess!ry to extrapolate the 
boundary concentration. The first-order extrapolation 
is given by 
1+1 1 
PI( = P\< ily 
Dy (PK-I - Pk ) At 
(.6 y)2. (7.1 ) 
This is used to calcuLate the houndar.y concentr!tion 
during flood tide (whenev~r V at the boundary is 
positjve,. When the tide revers~s, the concentration 
reverts to th~ =onstant 9100 level. 
This still le!ves a mass error of as much as nine 
per cent, du~ to the abrupt change in concentration upon 
returning to ebb. rhis is unrealistic. because th~ 
Blackstone Valley sewage plant is about three miles ~P 
the se~konk. rh~ flood tidp would push the pollute~ 





































gradually return to maximum as the 
ebh progressed. It 
is necess3ry to use a ramp function
 to bring tba 
boundary ~oncentr~tion back up. Si
nce no fie11 
information is available to indicat
e how long this 
should t~ke, tha length of the ramp
 is taken to be 30 
time st~ps, i.~., the first 2.5 ho
urs of tha abb tide. 
Wh~n all this refinement is made, t
here remains ~ 
mass c~nservation error betwep.n +1.
5 ~nd -1.5~. (A 
positiv~ error is an ex=ess of th~ 
mass in the fiel1 
over the sum of the initial field p
lus th~ net influx; a 
negative error is th~ opposite.) The error
 is foun1 to 
follow th~ boundary velocity in pha
se, as shown in 
Fiqure 1.3. rhis indicates that th
e error is due io tbe 
degree 0f approximation in the extr
apolation. Using 
more th~u one inside grid to extrap
olate might reduce 
the error, but was not attempte~. 
Since th~ error is 
roughly proportional to the veloci
ty, the error mi~ht 
also he due in part to the aforemen
tioned stability 
limit. Again, the error is not se
vere enough to iemand 
a short~c time ~tep. The fa=t tha
t the negative error, 
on the ~bb tide, is only half as la
rge as the arror on 
the flooi, indicates that both fact
or~ induce error--
the extr~polation error being added
 to the hi~h-v21o~it.y 
error ~n the f1001, and havinq no e
ffe~t on the ebb. 
Fiqure 1.3 also shows the boundary 
concentration as 
a function of time ~nd velocity. 
The concentrations 
marked by the letters E, L, F, and 
H are the fiel1 
measur~m?nts (22) at ebb, low, flood, and
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Figure 7.3. Boundary conditions at Seekonk R. v, C, and AM VB. time 
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respectively. The large mass conservation error ~t th~ 
start is the r~sult of the empty initial fieli. 
Ext~n1ed runs of th~ model, to bring the ~o1et UD to 
stea~y-state concentrations, reve~led a peculi~r and 
damaqinq ~ffect ~f the metho~ of adjusting dispersion 
coefficients at discontinuities. Occasionally, larg~ 
errors woul1 a?pear in th~ concentration fieli, at 
apparently ran1o~ l~cations and t.imas. Usually thes~ 
errors were damped out, but in several c~ses th~ ~rror 
contin~ei t~ ~rov, witb both positive and negative 
concentrati~ns five or six orders of magnitude t~~ 
larqe. 
Upon closer insp~ction, it was founi that this ~rror 
began ~t a point where the dispersion coefficients wer~ 
beinq ~djusted by the subroutine, at a minor 
discontinuity. rke method appears to destroy th~ 
stability of the overall solution technique. ~lthou1h 
the ma~s ~ransport ~omputation ten~s to damp ~ut th~ 
error, the SUbroutine overco.pensates bv continuing to 
increase the disp~rsion coefficients as the ~rror 
increa5~S, ~ausinq the ~rror to sprearl. 
The e~pirical coefficients, described in :hapth~ tV 
and Pigure 4.1, vere set 3t the rather hiqh Y!lu~ of 0.5 
at thi~ time. Although reducinq this value might h~ve 
solved th~ Droblem, it was ~ecided to bypass the 
subroutin?, to remoy? ~ll possibility of ~nother su=h 
error. rhp. c~pa~ity t.o reduce qeneration of neg~tiv~ 
concentrltions WiS lost. but. since the discontinuitie~ 
-~-- -~ -'-·'--------rr~r~"." 








in th~ fieli w~r~ n~t important at this ?oint in the 
comput~tion, th~ adjustment was not greatly n~eied. It 
is recommen~e~ that the subroutine he used whenever 
discontinuities !re expected to occur, preferably with a 
smallpr value of the coefficients, such as 0.2. If the 
concentr~tion field reveals an error at any time, th~ 
subroutin~ can then be bypassed, ~r suitably modifie1 to 
account tor the peculiarities of the flow system. 
Conttnuln~ with the simulation of tba conservative 
constitu~nt, some concentration contour maps ~r~ sho~n 
to illustrate the pattern of riVer influx. Figures 7.4 
throuq~ 1.6 show th~ Coliform distribution 
(conseLv3tive) 18 hours from initial conditions, at low 
tide. The surface, middl~, and bottom levels are sh~wn 
in 5ep~r3te plots. LOJarlthmic contour intervals are 
used for clarity and to show the far field better. ~he 
most striking fa=t reveale1 here is that the vertical 
variation at the shallow mouth of the Pawtuxet River, 
from U100 1100 ml. at th~ surface to 1410 at the bottom, 
is quickly elimin!ted hy 1iffusian. Vertical variations 
at the 1~eper and more ra~id Seekonk persist far 
downfieli. 
Fi~ures 1.1 thr~uqh 7.9 show the distribution at 
23.Q?, hours, approachinq high tide. rhe pollutant has 
been driven back up the estuary by th~ flood tide. fhe 
unifor~i.ty at the Pavtuxet has 1isappeared. indicating 
that for a diffusion coefficient af 0.001 ft Isec., 
completp vertical mixing t~kes place over a column 4 
114 
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F1gure 7.4. River influx, low tide. 
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Figure 7.5. River infiux, low tide. 
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Figure 7.6. River influx, low tide. 
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N = 2 
Figure 7.7. River influx, high tide. 
Surface level, 23.9 simulated hours 
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Figure 7.8. River influx, high tide 
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Figure 7.9. River influx, high tide 
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Figure 7.10. Steady state conservative distri-
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N = 4 
Figure 7.11. Steady state conservative 
distribution, 
low tide. Middle level, 92.25 hours, Dz
= 0.001 ii2 
sec. 
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N = 6 
Figure 7.12. Steady state conservative distribution, 
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Figure 7.13. Steady state conservative distribution, 
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Figure 7.14. 
high tide. 
Steady state conservative distribution, 
Middle level, 98.17 hours, Dz= 0.001 112 sec. 
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N = 6 
Steady state conservative distribution, 
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Figure 7.16. TYpical plot of concentration vs. tide height. Grid 30,10,2; 
from 49th hr. E 
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feet d~pp, hu~ n~t over th~ high-tide j~pth of q fa~t. 
:uriou~lv, the CJncantrations closest to the river 
increas~ slightly with ~epth. Some pock~ts of highRr 
concentr~tiJn, in shallows and in coves r are left behin1 
hy the r~versing tiia, as are particularly notable in 
the lowp!:' level. 
Simul~tion =Jntinues, no~ adding the two sewage 
plant sour~esr which are qui=kly swallowed up by tha 
much gre~ter seakJnk influx. After 98 hours, nearly 8 
tidal cy=l~s, m3terial is distributed throughout the 
model ~re~r which appears to be appr~3ching steady 
state. Figures 7.10 through 1.12 show the low tija 
conditions at 92.25 hours r ald Figures 7.11 througb 7.15 
show the late flood tide at 98.11 hours. It is evi1ent 
that the vertic~l variations are much reduced, and are 
scarcely revealei at all by the chosen contour 
interv~ls. Ficrure 1.16 shows a plot of concentration 
and ti1 p height versus tim~r and their cle~rly inverse 
relationship. As the tide ebbs, the more pollutej waters 
upstre~m are swept past the point, in~reasing the 
coliform concentration. As the tide reverses and 
cl9aner wat~r is swept back upstr~am, the cQncentration 
drops. ~ullock cove. } v~ry shallow, narrov-ne=ke1 
inlet on th~ lo~er right, has fin~lly fillel with 
materi~l, particularly after th~ flood tide. 
The v~rtical variation that remains is greatest 
close t.o the river boundaries. ro show this more 
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profil~R on lin~s ~xtending away from the tvo river 
mouths, ~s shown hy Figure 1.11. The r~pid mixinq It 
the Pawt"x~t is abvious, particularly in the low tida 
case (~iqur~ 7.18). Much of the vertical variation It 
the sp~konk is ~liminated by passage throuqh the very 
deep C~lnn~l, which sprel1s the material v~r.tically. 
Thp prnR~nce of the Provi~ence sewage source, which is 
locat~(l in the l:lst 1'r11 plotted for the S'?ekonk influx, 
is just viRibl~ as a slight increase in concentration at 
the surf::lce. 
Since the hlS~ value ~f Oz : 0.001 ft Isec. ~ay b~ 
unrealistically high, the conservative constitu~nt run 
vas renAlte1 far a base vllu~ of Oz = 0.00001 ft Is~c. 
Th~ profiles ar~ shown again in Fiqures 1.20 lnd 1.21, 
revealinq that the vertical structure persists much 
lonqor. Knawing which valup. is more nearly correct 
would t:'t-qu ire fielcl infDr'1lati on on th::! v~rtical 
vat:'iation of ~oliform 1ensities. 
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ORIGINAL PAGE l~ 
OF POOR QUALI'l1Y 
Modelinq of coliform "ecay 
In order. to abserve the capabilities of the reaction 
matrix m8thod, a uniform field ot 50 coli /100 mI. 
throuqhout the Providence River was simulated with all 
velociti~s set to zero. rhp computation of d~pth- lni 
time-v~rvinq d~c~y coefficients. depen~inq on th~ 
intenRity of s~lar radiation, was proqramme~. The d~cay 
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Figure 7.17. Locations of finite-difference grids 
having profile plots 
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Figure 7.19. Concentration vs. depth near river sources. 
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Figure 7.21. Concentration vs. depth near river 
sources. High tide, 98.17 simulated hours. Dz= 0.00001 ft
2
/sec. 
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addi~inn of material. beginning at 6:00 A.M. on th~ 
longest ~ay of the year. 
Pigllr:-9 7.22 shows the concentrations at the surf'i~~ 
and hottom, after 12 hours of decay, with the depth 
field "resented for comparisJn. The decay is seen to be 
rapid in the shallow water. and apparently no more rapid 
than d~c~y in the dark in the deepest water. It is 
evident that this rate of decay will quickly eliminate 
the coliform population in shallow water. on the order 
of 90 { in a day. although they may persist in deep 
water. 
The same approach was used to determine what sort of 
a re~ction matrix would effpctively simulate a lag or 
growth phase. taking a nutrient of undetermined nature 
as a s~cDnd constituent. Figure 1.21 shows the type of 
behavior produce1, and the reaction matrices usei. The 
values have the following m~aninq: 
KII - natural decay of coliforms in the dark 
KI2 - growth of coli form s due to t.he 
pr~sence of a nutrient 
<(}RIGJNAL PAm ... ,' 
OF POOR QUALli'l 
"'2.1 - 1isappEHrenc€' of th~ nutrient due to us~ 
by the coli forms 
K~ -natur~l decay Jf th€' nutrients, taken as 
Z0~O b8cause it is unknown. 
rhe fir~t simUlation shows a sliqht lag phase an1 a 
rapi1 1pc}v of the nutrients; the se~ond reaction 
matrix. with it l-lrqer "t1'2. ~no a slIIaller K2.I' shows ii 
growth ~hase. It can h~ s~pn th~t as the population of 
, .." •• tiII·a •• II.-I]-.,. !I!iI .. --------· 
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Figure 7. 22. Coliform decay due to solar radiation. Initial field strength 50, 
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Figure 7.23. Effect of reaction matrices. 
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Goliforms' rtroDS off, th2 r~t~ of c~nsumption of th~ 
138 
Th0 Doint of this 1~monstration is to show that th? 
reaction matrix C3n be used to mo~~l mor~ complex 
bebavi~r th~n simple decay. Some careful fielj or 
laboratory measurements would be needed to obtain th9 
proper r~action matrix for a probl~m in which a lag or 
growth is ~xpect~1. It should be kept in minj tb3t th~ 
coliform .nd nutrient concentrations will probably h~ 
expressed in diff2rent terms, an~ the reaction matrix 
values must account for this. For example, if the 
arhitrary 50-concentration used for the initial level of 
the nutrient represented ~O ~ sewage effluent present, 
the c02fficient for coliform growth, KI2 , w~uld probably 
be muc~ hiqher. A simple Simulation, such as that iust 
performei, would he very helpful to check the reaction 
matrix b2fore applyinq it to a real-world problem. 
Fiqllres 7.24 an:! 7.25 show the comparison of t.h~ 
fip.11 ~~t~ with the predicte1 concentrations of the 
conservative constituent at the same stations (th~ 
surfitG" v:lluesl. 'l'hey appear to agree remark3.bly w~ll. 
This could mean either thlt there is no decay or that it 
is only of the orier of the difference between th~ 
near-steadv st~tA prev~iling here and true steady state • 
Clearly, the field 1ata indicate no such rate of decay 
as would he produ~ed by s~lar radiation. 'or a final 
run, a ~~cay coefficient gqu~l to the rate for decay in 
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L, thousands of feet 
Figure 7.24. Model predictions and field data. 
No decay, low tide, 92.25 hours 
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L, thousands of feet 
0 
predictions and field data. 
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was snecifie~. This was run starting from the 141 
consprvative con=entration fiel~ at the end of 98.11 
hours, for another 18 hours. Figur~s 7.26 ani 7.27 show 
the dat~ and prp.dir.tions aft~r 12.0 and 18.0 ~dditional 
hours. Phe predicted values have now dropped 
consist~ntly h~l~w the field measurements. 
Sinr.~ the conservative values agree so well with the 
data, it is most likely that little decay actually t~kes 
plac~ 'Inj~r the :::nn1it.ions prevailing, except in tht:> 
southprn most part of the' model area, most d ista nt from 
the sources. This appears to indicat~ that nutrients 
are prpspnt throughout th~ area, c~using the coliforms 
to p~rsi~t. In 1966, the Blackstone Valley sewage plant. 
on the se~konk RiVer was a very large source of organiC 
matt~r, ~ni the pawtuxet ~iver is th~uqht to be a sour:::e 
of a v~riety of nutrients (56). rhis is th~ likely 
explanation for the apparent lack of decay. 
It can be seen that inordp.r to model colif~rms 
faithfully, a good i1ea of the processes prevailing is 
needed. This c~n only be obtained from field 
measuraments in the area to h~ mod~le~. or in 3 very 
similar area. 
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Figure 7.26. Model predictions and field data. 
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Figure 7.27. t~odel predictions and field data 
K = O.0?8/hr, high tide, 98.17 + 12 hours 
tl 
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VIII. Sf-RADY STArF. MODEL 
sinc~ there ~~e many situations wh~n the 5te~dv 
state solution of t~e m~ss transport equation is of 
particul~r interest in an area under stu1y, it would be 
d~sir~ble t~ det~rmine ne~~ssary modifications to the 
eXisting numerical procedure to han11e this situation. 
Followinq the work of Douglas (17, and W~chpress (67), 
the time step in~rement At in Equations 2.20, 2.21, .n1 
2.22 c~n be repl~ced by a positive number iterati~n 
parameter or ~equence ~f iteration pa~ametArs and by 
iterfition with these parameters a steady state solution 
obtain~d. 
~fter conver~9nce of the solution is assume1, th~ 
proble~ thAn hecomes the determination of a sequence of 
iter.ti~n p~ra~eter~ which, when applied in some cyclic 
patt~rn, will c.use the rate of convergence to be 
maximi'7.pi. Since the literature (17,25,67) provUes 
only an indicati~n ~f possible it~ration parameters for 
a simpl~ heat diffusion prohlem with constant dispersion 
coeffici~nts, an optimum sequence of parameters is not 
avail~ble f~r the general mass transp~rt equation and 
normally bas to b~ 1etarmine1 through numerical 
exp~rimpnts. In1icati~ns of pnssible par~m~t~r 
selection have b~an m~le in the work of ~ziz ind Hellums 
(4~), 'jor~on and Spauldinq (5~). and "nasoulis an" 
.'-------~,- .-.- ___ .,.~t_"';.,'<o,,_, .... _._' ,,'JUI;~II II 




















McDonaLd (h9) hut are not dire~tly applicabl~ to thi~ 
cas~. 
Srn1l11ing (24" in earlier wor.k on the three-
dimension~l =onva~tiv~ disper~ion model, has used a 
cyclic iter-atinn sequence given by 
-~ 
') '{ 10 5 
7.') x 10- " 
1 • :? Ii x 1 0-
f).:~S x 10-"1-
3.12 S x 1 0- ~ 
144 
for rcl~tively simple r.nannel flow cases. There appe~rs 
no reason to consider this an optimum sequence, but th~ 
solutjon =onverg~s quic~ly with reasonable error levels, 
so thi" sequence will be used in the work that follows. 
nsin1 the iteration sequence outlined above, tho 
stea~y qt~te mod3l has been compared to appropriat~ 
analvtiC::1l S:l111tions for conservative waste disch3.rq~s 
in open channels with an~ without d2C~Y 35 well '5 th~ 
simpl~ 1issolv~d oxygen-hiochemical oxygen ~emand 
couplpd reaction mechanism. With an iteration 
cor.ver1~nce criteri3. of 5 x 10-4 , the maximum error 
level in :tnv solution was of the order of 0.5-1 I. 
To further t~st th~ steady state mo1el, a comparison 
between ~n analytical solution for a continous pOint 
r~lease in a three-dimensional uniform channel flow ~n~ 
t be n 11m erica 1 solution were compa red .fa hIe '3.1 gi ves 
the ~etails nn the model param~t~rs ~mploye~. 
F'iqlIL~ 8.1 snows a comparison between the analytic'll 
solution of rleary and Adrian (10) for concentration and 
thp rr~s~nt model along a linp passing throuq~ t~e point 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 







TABLE 8.1 I 




























FL,OW U = 1 FT /SEC 
D. = D = 520 FT
2
/SEC 
DX = .~1 FT /SEC 
z 
.03 UNITS/FT3 SEC 
AT X = 5000 FT, Y = 4500 FT 
AND Z ::: 12. 5 FT 
Ax = 1000 FT, AY = 1000 FT 
A i1 = C. Z = 5 FT 
CHANNEL DIMENSIONS, 
LENGTH - (DIRECTION OF FLOW) 
30,000 FT 
WIDTH - 10,000 FT . 
DEPTH - 25 FT 
5 x 10-4 
UPSTREAM - FIXED AT ZERO 
D(MNSTREAM - EXTRAPOLATED 



























sourcp i~ the iownstream iirection. Figure R.2 shows 
co~p~ris~ns for two stations on the outside edge of thq 
channpl It the same Z height as the point source. It is 
to hp note1 thlt the con:~ntrations on the left-hand 
sidp ~t the ~h~nnel (facing 1ovnstream) are higher than 
thoso on the right. rhis is a result of the 
off-~nnt~re1 position of the point source (y = 4500 f~et 
instead of , = 5000 fpet). 
Figur~s 8.1 lni 8.2 clearly show that the steady 
statp numerical model accurately predicts the 
concpntration 1istribution for the c~se under 
considerltion. rhe one area where model solutions 
devia~e ~ignifir.antly from the analytical solution is 
near th~ point sour:e. This ~ifference is easily 
un1erstood sin~e the grid spacing of the numerical 
schewp is not refined enough to represent the steep 
concpntration grl1ients near the point source. 
Vprification of the steady state model for these 
analyti~~l 50lutions gives preliminary indication of the 
numerical heh~vior ~nd the v~lidity of the comput~tion1l 
scheme. It remain~, however, to extqnd the moiel to 
casps for which analytical solutions are not ~vailable. 
In this light, the three-dimensional mass transport 
model was couplei to a ste~dy state river hydrodynamics 
model to predict the motion of pollut~nts injected into 
separ~t~ streams fo~ the case of river confluen:e. 
Employinq Leeniertse's (19, two-dimensional vertic11ly-
aver~1~~ hy~rod,namics model with th? input as specifie1 
~,;;;.;:;~~r;;;;X:::;7 ___ '&!R>";'t$.';IW:'l'I~~~"",,~---.--t.,=:.t''''~·''·-~- --- . 
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Peak at 30.87 (Analytical) 
Peak at 12.21 (Finite 
Difference) 
U = 1.0 Ft/Sec 
3 
D D = 500 Ft i'sec x y 
2 Dz = .01 Ft /Sec. 
Units 




x - Finite Difference Solution 
/ 
Y.t;' ~ I I 
5 10 15 20 25 30 , 
Source Distance Downstream 10 * * 2 Feet 
Comparison of numerical model prediction and analytic solution for a stea
dy-state 
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Left Side of Channel 
500 ft. 
Right Side of Channel 
Y = 9500 Ft. 
20 25 
Distance Downstream 10 * * 2 Feet 
.... 
30 
rIO, .r ....... : • ....!- '," ., '.~ ,--
.... ... ... 
-
u = 1 Ft./Sec. 
2 D = D = 500 Ft /Sec • X y 
2 
Dz .01 Ft /Sec. 
Units 





x - Finite Difference 
Solution 
'""" 01::0 
Comparison of numerical model prediction and analytic solution for a steady state 
point release in a uniform channel flow, Z = 12.5 Ft., Y = 500 Ft., and 
Y = 9500 Ft. 
Q) 
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149 in Tahl~ B.2 and th? ~eptn field as shown in Figure Q.3, 
the computation~l sche~e was run until th~ flovrat~s fnr 
all river cross-sections achieved a ste~dy state. 
Fiqure 8.4 shows the r~sultinq steady-state v~lo=ity 
vector plot for the vertically-averaq~d cicculation in 
the river conflu?nce. 
Emoloying th~ input conditions specified in T~hle 
8.2, the mass tr~nsport model was run for a point source 
releas~ in each stream. rhe results of the numeri=~l 
solutio~ are shown in Figures A.5 through 9.9 for Q~~h 
of thp nondimensional levels. (Level 2 at th~ river 
stream hottom through level 5 at the stream surfa=e with 
a sour~A inout 3t level 4., A well-d~fined vertical 
dist.rinll+-ion ot c:>ncentration is re3dily noted n,Hr' th~ 
sourcp i~pnt points. As one pr~ceeds downstream thn 
mixin~ of the two streams can be seen over the 
as w011 ~s the vertical dire=tion. 
la t oRldINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY, 
f'i?llres 8.10 l~hrouqh A.14 show the exact same c:~se 
previously described but incorporate a first-order decay 
procpss with ~ d~cay c~efficient ~f 0.00001 S9C. Th~ 
redUction of th" concentrations at all levels is noted, 
but the structure of the concentration ~istribution 
remains funda~ent~lly the same. 
Tn e~ch of the simulation cas~s ~escribed above, the 
outflow houndaries were allowed to seek a level 
appropLi~te with the internal solution oy use of a 
simple continuative boundary ~xtrapolation approach. 
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TABLE 8.2 
MODEL INPUTS FOR STEADY STATE RIVER CONFLUENCE 
RIVER MODEL 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS - CONSTANT INPUT FLOW RATES OF 100 FT3 /SEC AND 200 FT3 / 
SEC TO THE LEFT HAND AND RIGHT HAND STREAMS RESPECTIVELY, 
ZERO TIDAL HEIGHT AT LOWER BOUNDARY 
100 FT3 /SEC 
ZERO TIDAL HEIGHT 
BOTTOM TOPOGRAPHY (SEE FIGURE 8.3) 
GRID SPACING A x = A Y = 1000 FT 
TIME STEP - 40 SEC 
SIMULATION TIME 8 HRS (ASSURE STEADY STATE FLOW CONDITIONS) 





X & Y DIRECTIONS 
Z DIRECTION 
12 FT2 /SEC 
- • 01 FT2 /SEC 
GRIDS 13, 6, 4 and 9, 10, 4 MG 
.03 LSEc 
- STEADY STATE FIELD FROM RIVER MODEL, TO INCLUDE THE 
SLOPE OF THE RIVER SURFACE AND ZERO VERTICAL VELOCITY 
(w = 0) 
(WHEN EMPLOYED) FIRST ORDER DECAY WITH K = .00001 SOC-1 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS - ZERO CONCEN'rRATION BOUNDARIES SPECIFIED ON INFLOW 
AND A CONTINUATIVE SPOCIFICATION ON OUTFLOW 
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FIGURE d.4. 

















































































Velocity vector plot of river confluence under steady state flow 
conditions (seo Table 8.2 for details). 
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CONCENTRATION OF CONSTITUTr:nT (HG/L) r'8R Z
 LEVEL - 3 
'" 
" 
IN THE X AND Y PLANE 
1 2 3 4 5 
6 7 8 9 10 
11 12 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0
 
3 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.
000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00
0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 
~ 
4 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0
00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 
5 0.0 0.0 0.000 0
.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 0.003 0.005 0.002 0.0 
Ii 6 
0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0
.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
03 0.020 0.0 0.0 
U 7 
0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0
00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010
 0.068 . 0.0 0.0 
, 8 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.0
00 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.014 0.240 0.0 0.0 
~ 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.193 0.835 0.846 0.0 
! 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0
 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.846




I 11 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.001 0.004 0.041 0.094 0.0
 0.0 0.843 0.843 0.0 
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
.003 0.024 0.109 0.205 0.0 
0.843 0.043 0.843 0.0 
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.232 1.495 0.837 0.0 
0.843 0.843 0.0 0.0 
u 
14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
0 0.282 1.006 0.890 0.8
56 0.843 0.843 0.0 0.0 
15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 0.0 0.991 0.915 0.861 
0.844 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I 
16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
 0.0 0.969 0.920 0.875 
0.853 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 01971 0.928 0.880 0.85
8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
0 0.0 0.0 0.922 0.89
3 0.876 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 
I 19 0.0 0.0
 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.906 0.885 0.872 0.0 0.0
 0.0 I' 
, 20 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.900 0.900 0.88
8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I 21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.89
8 0.897 0.890 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 I 
22 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.898 0.897 0.896 0.8
91 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
f 23 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
0 0.898 0.897 0.895 0.892
 0.892 0.0 0.0 0.0 
:': 
f· 
24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
.0 0.898 0.897 0.895 0.8
93 0.893 0.0 0.0 0.0 
f 
25 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.898 0.897 0.895 0
.894 0.893 0.0 0.0 0.0 
t 
26 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.898 0.896 0
.894 0.894 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27 0.0 0.0 0.0 O~
O 0.0 0.0 0.896 0.8
95 0.894 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
.0 0.0 0.0 0.897 0.8
96 0.895 0.0 0.0 0.0 
29 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.897 0
.896 0.895 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I 30 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
.0 0.898 0.897 0.896 0.
0 0.0 0.0 
31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.8
97 0.896 0.0 0.0 0.0 I-' 
I 32 0.0 0.0 0.0 0
.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0






f ---1 FIGURE 8.6. Concentr
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k CONCENTRATION OF CONSTITUENT (MG,IL) - 1 FOR Z LEVEL - 4 
f; IN THE X AND Y PLANE i 
t, 
i: 
! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 f • I 
~" '. 




2 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 
t 
3 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 
r 4 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 
I 5 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.003 0.005 0.002 0.0 , 
I 6 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.003 0.020 0.0 0.0 , 
7 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010 0.069 0.0 0.0 
8 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.014 0.251 0.0 0.0 
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.193 1.252 0.862 0.0 
10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.870 0.845 0.0 
11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.004 0.041 0.094 0.0 0.0 0.845 0.843 0.0 
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.003 0.024 0.109 0.205 0.0 0.843 0.843 0.843 0.0 
11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.233 1.725 0.840 0.0 0.843 0.843 0.0 0.0 
14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.282 1.010 0.890 0.856 0.843 0.843 0.0 0.0 
15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0~991 0.915 0.861 0.844 0.0 0.0 0.0 
" 
16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.969 0.920 0.875 0.853 0.0 0.0 0.0 
,. 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.971 0.928 0.880 0.858 0.0 0.0 0.0 r , 18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.922 0.893 0.876 0.0 0.0 0.0 
19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.906 0.885 0.872 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~ 20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.90 0.900 0.888 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
,. 
21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.890 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~ 
i' 22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.896 0.891 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 
1 23 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.895 0.892 0.892 0.0 0.0 0.0 
f 
! 24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.895 0.893 0.893 0.0 0.0 0.0 
25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.895 0.894 0.893 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.896 0.894 0.894 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.896 0.895 0.894 0.0 0.0 0.0 . ~ • I 
28 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.897 0.896 0.895 0.0 0.0 0.0 I . 
29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.897 0.896 0.895 0.0 0.0 0.0 I~ 30 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.896 0.0 0.0 0.0 .... 
31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.896 0.0 0.0 0.0 U1 I U1 32 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
l~ FIGURE 8.7 • Concentration of pollutant (t-1g/1) fc;:-1,we1 - 4 
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CONCENTRATION OF CONSTITUENT (MG/L) - 1 FOR Z LEVEL - 5 
IN THE X AND Y PLANE J I: 
. i 
, 1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Ii 
r . t ~ , 
-, . ~ 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 
2 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 O~O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 
3 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 
4 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 
r 5 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.003 0.005 0.002 0.0 6 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.003 0.020 0.0 0.0 
7 00. 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.10 0.06 0.0 0.0 
I. 8 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.014 0.240 0.0 0.0 
r 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.193 0.835 0.846 0.0 
10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.847 0.843 0.0 
I 11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.004 0.041 0.094 0.0 0.0 0.843 0.843 0.0 , . 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.003 0.024 0.109 0.020 0.0 0.843 0.843 0.843 0.0 
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.232 1.495 0.837 0.0 0.843 0.843 0.0 0.0 
i 14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.282 1.006 0.890 0.856 0.843 0.843 0.0 0.0 r ,. 15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.991 0.915 0.861 0.844 0.0 0.0 0.0 ! 
r 16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.969 0.920 0.875 0.853 0.0 0.0 0.0 
t 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.971 0.928 0.880 0.858 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~ 
l 18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.922 0.893 0.976 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~.' 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.906 0.885 0.872 0.0 0.0 0.0 20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.900 0.900 0.888 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I 21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.890 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.896 0.891 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 23 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.895 0.892 0.892 0.0 0.0 0.0 , 24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.895 0.893 0.893 0.0 0.0 0.0 t 
f 25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.895 0.894 0.893 0.0 0.0 0.0 . ; 
t 26 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.896 0.894 0.894 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~ 
r 27 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.896 0.895 0.894 0.0 0.0 0.0 I 
~ 28 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.897 0.896 0.895 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I. 
29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.897 0.896 0.895 0.0 0.0 0.0 '1 i 
f' 
.... 30 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.896 0.0 0.0 0.0 IJ1 
31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.896 0.0 0.0 0.0 0'\ t: I 
32 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FIGURE 8.8. Concentration of pollutant (Mg/l) for level - 5 1 ..-1 ~ .-ij . 
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~ I CONCENTRATION OF CONSTITUENT (MG/.L) FOR Z LEVEL - 6 f IN THE X AND Y PLANE 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 
~~ 3 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 
I 4 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 t 5 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 
~ . 6 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.02 0.0 0.0 
, '. 7 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010 0.068 0.0 0.0 r' 
I 8 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.014 0.230 0.0 0.0 
t 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.192 0.647 0.831 0.0 , .' 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.825 0.842 0.0 f. 
~ 11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.004 0.041 0.094 0.0 0.0 0.842 0.843 0.0 
! 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.003 0.024 0.108 0.205 0.0 0.843 0.843 0.843 0.0 
1 13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.232 1.386 0.834 0.0 0.843 0.843 0.0 0.0 t 
~ 14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.282 1.001 0.890 0.856 0.843 0.843 0.0 0.0 
! 15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.991 0.915 0.861 0.844 0.0 0.0 0.0 
t ~' , 16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.969 0.920 0.875 0.853 0.0 0.0 0.0 
t 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.971 0.928 0.880 0.858 0.0 0.0 0.0 
f 18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.922 0.893 0.876 0.0 0.0 0.0 19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.906 0.885 0.872 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~ 20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.900 0.900 0.888 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 r. 
! 21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.890 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
t 22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.896 0.891 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
c. 23 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.895 0.892 0.892 0.0 0.0 0.0 f 
f 24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.895 0.893 0.893 0.0 0.0 0.0 r' 
25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.895 0.894 0.893 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~ 26 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.896 0.894 0.894 0.0 0.0 0.0 27 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.896 0.895 0.894 0.0 0.0 0.0 ? ~ ,. 
, : 
t. 28 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.897 0.896 0.895 0.0 0.0 0.0 t 
" 29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.897 0.896 0.895 0.0 0.0 0.0 
f 
[ 30 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.896 0.0 0.0 0.0 i .... 31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.898 0.897 0.896 0.0 0.0 0.0 U1 . ~ I' 
-..J k ! 32 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
i FIGURE 8.9. Concentration of pollutant (Hg/l) for level - 6 
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CONCENTRATION OF CONSTITUENT (MG/L) FOR Z LEVEL - 2 
IN THE X AND Y PLANE, DECAY COEFFICIENT K = .00001 (l/SEC) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 
3 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00009 0.00001 0.00007 0.00004 0.0 
4 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00024 0.00042 0.00039 0.00084 0.0 
5 0.0 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00308 0.00572 0.00209 0.0 
6 0.0 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00347 0.02017 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01062 0.06814 0.0 0.0 
8 0.0 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01437 0.22957 0.0 0.0 
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.00002 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.19174 0.64640 0.82661 0.0 
10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00002 0.00041 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.82203 0.83507 0.0 
11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00121 0.00417 0.04107 0.09315 0.0 0.0 0.83681 0.83563 0.0 
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00362 0.02460 0.10747 0.20265 0.0 0.83343 0.83434 0.83327 0.0 
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.23057 1.38058 0.82813 0.0 0.83066 0.83238 0.0 0.0 
14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.27855 0.99387 0.87946 0.84141 0.83041 0.83066 0.0 0.0 
15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.97890 0.90102 0.84548 0.82905 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.95298 0.90291 0.85768 0.83639 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.95091 0.90827 0.85989 0.83777 0.0 0.0 0.0 
18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.89887 0.86977 0.85259 0.0 0.0 0.0 
19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.87951 0.85919 0.84717 0.0 0.0 0.0 
20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.86542 0.87011 0.85990 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.86227 0.86472 0.85937 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85523 0.85828 0.86090 0.85836 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
23 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85388 0.85563 0.85760 0.85608 0.85205 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85284 0.85366 0.85486 0.85403 0.85124 0.0 0.0 0.0 
25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85246 0.85241 0.85296 0.85228 0.85029 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85208 0.85193 0.85111 0.84956 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27 0.0 0.0 
28 0.0 0.0 
29 0.0 0.0 
30 0.0 0.0 
31 0.0 0.0 
































Concentration of pollutant (Mg/l) for Level -2, 
....... ,. 
_1'\" ..... ~ 
0.85044 0.84916 0.0 
0.84999 0.84893 0.0 
0.84966 0.84883 0.0 
0.84970 0.84894 0.0 
0.84970 0.84894 0.0 
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CONCENTRATION OF CONSTITUTENT (MG/L) FOR Z LEVEL - 3 





























































































































































































10 11 12 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.00000 0.00000 0.0 
0.00007 0.00004 0.0 



















































0;85039 0.84970 0.84894 0.0 
0.85039 0.84970 0.84894 0.0 







FIGURE 8.11. Concentration of pollutant (Mg/l) for level -3, decay coefficient K = .00001 sec - 1 
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CONCENTRATION OF CONSTITUTENT (MG/L) FOR Z LEVEL - 4 
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CONCENTRATION OF CONSTITUTENT (MG/L) FOR Z LEVEL - 5 
IN THE X AND Y PLANE, DECAY COEFFICIENT K = .00001 (l/SEC) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.
0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 
3 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.00009 0.00001 0.00007 0.00004 0.0 
4 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.00024 0.00042 0.00039 0.00084 0.0 
5 0.0 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 a
.o 0.00308 0.00572 0.00209 0.0 
6 0.0 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.00347 0.02019 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.0 0.0 0.
0 0.01063 0.06854 0.0 0.0 
8 0.0 0.0 0.00000 0.00000 0.00001 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.01436 0.23973 0.0 0.0 
9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00001 0.00002 0.0 0.0 0
.0 0.19188 0.83413 0.84175 0.0 
10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00002 0.00041 0.0 0.0 0.0
 0.0 0.84361 0.83699 0.0 
11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00121 0.00417 0.04107 0.0931
5 0.0 0.0 0.83851 0.83586 0.0 
12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00362 0.02560 0.10779 0.20266
 0.0 0.83343 0.83443 0.83328 0.0 
13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.23077 1.48998 0.83090 
0.0 0.83066 0.83240 0.0 0.0 
14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.27855 0.99806 0.87963 
0.84141 0.83041 0.83067 0.0 0.0 
15 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.97899 0.90103
 0.84548 0.82905 0.0 0.0 0.0 
16 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.95298 0.90291
 0.85768 0.83639 0.0 0.0 0.0 
17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.95091 0.90827 0.8
5990 0.83778 0.0 0.0 0.0 
18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.89887 0.86
977 0.85259 0.0 0.0 0.0 
I 19 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.87951 0.85919
 0.84717 0.0 0.0 0.0 
20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.86542 0.87011
 0.85989 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.86227 0.86472 
0.85937 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85523 0.85828 0.86090
 0.85836 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
23 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85388 0.85563 0.85760
 0.85607 0.85205 0.0 0.0 0.0 
24 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85284 0.85366 0.85486 
0.85403 0.85124 0.0 0.0 0.0 
25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85246 0.86240 0.85296 
0.85228 0.85029 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85208 0.85193 
0.85111 0.84957 0.0 0.0 0.0 
27 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85136 
0.95044 0.84916 0.0 0.0 0.0 
28 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85079 
0.84999 0.84893 0.0 0.0 0.0 
29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85043 0.8
4966 0.84883 0.0 0.0 0.0 
30 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85039 
0.84970 0.84894 0.0 0.0 0.0 
31 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.85039 
0.84970 0.84894 0.0 0.0 0.0 
32 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 




FIGURE 8r13. Concentration of pollutant (Mg/1) for level - 5, decay coefficie
nt K = .00001 sec - 1 
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CONCENTRATION OF CONSTITUENT (f1IG/L) FOR Z LEVEL - 6 












































































































































































































































































































































DRIGlNAL PAGE IS 
.. OF :POOF. QUA .. LIqT~" 
to int~rior solution is extremely difficult to obtain in163 
a st~~~y st~te molel. Th~ primary ~ifficulty is that 
the u"st~ady bo~ndaries tend to cause the solution to 
hecom0 non-convergent. ro overcome this problem. the 
present study heli tb~ boundaries fix~d until the th~ 
numerical pre~ictions had nearly converqen. and then the 
boundarv was ~djusted. This process was repeitei until 
neither the hound~ry nor the internal mass distribution 
chanqe~ significantly, i.e. within the convergence 
criteri~. 
~lth~ugh the~e exists no data to compare the river 
confluence situations, the results indicate that the 
model is capable of giving reasonable quantitative 
predi~tions for complicated river geometries. flow 
conditions, an~ a variety of point loading situations. 
Ext.ension of the mo1el to a variety of species 
interactions is simply obtained through the reaction 
matrix- source-sink vpctor approach as previously 
outlined and demonstrated. 
,~==A<'-~--,-" .-.. 












IX. APPLICATION ro BLOCK ISLAND SOUND 
~~ a final application. the thr~p.-dimpnsi~nal mass 
tran~port m~del nas been coupled to ~ two-dim~nsion~l 
verticllly-averaled ti1al model for the Block Island 
Sound area (figur~ 9.1) and employe1 to simulate a 
continuous point release. The emphasis in performin] 
this work is to show the feasibility of applying th~ 
computation~l system to a realistic coastal zone ar~~. 
RIDnloying the depth ~ootours shown in Figure q.2 in~ 
thp information c~ntained in the first half of rabl~ 
9.1, ~ two-dim~nsional vertically-~veraged ti1al mo1el 
employing the metho1 of Leenj~rts~ (1q) has been 
develope1 for the study area. Fiqures q.l through g.15 
show th~ mo1el predictions f~r zero hours through twelve 
hours after high water at Newport, Rhode Tsland as well 
as the ti1al heights for the area (note insert at the 
top ot e~ch figure). These predicti~ns have heen 
compared to existing National Ocean Survey tidal charts 
(71), ani th~ gen~ral flow directions show goo~ 
qualit~tiv~ agr~ament. 
To obtain a preliminary indic~tion of the transport 
of material in th~ stndy area. a simple continuous p'oint 
release of waste was simulated by a two-1imen~ional 
vertic~lly-~wekagea c~ncentration model (72' from a 
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Ll X = A Y = 6076 FT 
~t = 124.2 SEC 
.025 
INPUT TIDAL HEIGHTS ON OPEN 
BOUNDARIES 
SEE FIGURE 9.2 
A X = L:l Y = 6076 FT 
At = 496.8 (TWO DIMENSIONAL 
VERTICALLY AVERAGED MODEL) 
At = 1863.0 (THREE DIMENSIONAL 
MODEL) 
Ox = Dy = 35 FT2/~EC 
.002 - .01 (PARABOLIC 
PROFILE) FT. 2/SEC. 
4,685,776 LBS/DAY AT MID DEPTH 
(THREE DIMENSIONAL) 
FROM HYDRODYNAMICS MODEL WITH 
CYCLE USE OF THE PREDICTED 
TIDAL CYCLE 
1 
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FIGURE 9.1 Block Island Sound Study Area 
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FIGURE 9.3 Tidal currents for Block Island Sound in Knots Zero Hours After High water 
at Newport, RI. 
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FIGURE 9.4 Tidal O~rrents for Block Islartd Sound in Knots One Hour After High water 
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Tidal Currents for Block Island Sound in Knots TWo Hours After High water . 
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FIGURE 9.6 Tidal CUrrents for Block Island Sound in Knots Three Hours After .High 
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FIGURE 9.7 Tidal Currents for Block Island Sound in Knots Four Hours After High water 
at Newport, RI 
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FIGURE 9.8 Tidal Currents for Block Island Sound in Knots Five H
ours After High Water. 
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FIGURE 9.15 ID Tidal Currents for Block Island Sound in Knots Twelve Hours After High 0 
































Figures q.16 through 9.10 show model predictions for one 
through thirteen hours after high water at Newport in 
hourly increments. Fiqure 9.29 shows the con=entrations 
at 5 tidal cycles after discharge began at approximately 
slack water. As expected from observing the velocity 
fiel1 r the waste =loud displays a pre~ominantly 
along-the-shore motion that responds 1irectly to the 
flooding and ebbing of the current in the are~. rh~ 
increase in concentration in the outfall area is easily 
seen. 
Using essentially the same input as for the 
two-dim~nsiorial vertically-averaged concentration moj~l 
(see T~hle 9.1) the three-~imensional mass transport 
model w~s used to simulate the same releaser but the 
waste was discharged at mid-depth. Figures 9.30 through 
q.34 present con=entration contours at nondimensional 
levels 2 (at sea bottom, through 6 (sea surface) for one 
hour after high water at Newport. The vertical 
distribution of waste is clearly seen. Figures 9.35 
through q.39 show similar plots for six hours after 
dis=harq~ b~ganr while Figures 9.40 through 9.44 give 
the concentration distribution at twelve hours after 
waste relgase. rhe vertical stratification and increa~e 
in concentration with time are readily apparent. 
Comparison of the three-dimensional ptedictions to the 
vertic\~11!-averaged case show similar behavior with 
,<, )J 
predominant along-the-shore pollutant transport. 
Results of these three-dimensional predictions indic~te 
"1 1 ! 
~, j 
'f l , . 
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FIGURE'9.16 Concentration (mg/l) Co~~ours for continuous Release Predicted by vertically AVeraged(c ... Jncentration Model One Hour After High 
'Water at Newport, R.I. 
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Concentration (mg/l) 'contours for continuous Rel~ase Predicted 
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. FIGURE 9.18 Concentration (mg/l) Contours for continuous Release Predicted by Vertically Averaged Concentration Model ThreeHo~rs After High 
water at Newport, R. I. 
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FIGURE 9.19 Concentration (mg/l) Contours for Continuous Release Predicted 
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FIGURE 9.20 Concentration (mg/l) Contours for Continuous Release Predicted 
by vertically Averaged Concentration Model 'Five Hours After High 
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FIGURE 9.26 Concentration (mg/l) Contours for Continuous Release Predicted 
by Vertical;Ly Averaged Concentration Model Eleven Hours After High 
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FIGURE' 9.28 Concentra~ion (mg/l) Contours for Continuous Release predicted 
by Vertically Averaged Concentration Model Thirteen Hours After 
High water at Newport, R.I. 
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FIGURE 9.33 
Concentration (mg/l) contours for Level-S for continuous Release 
predicted by the Three Dimensional Concentration Modpl one Hour 
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FIGURE 9.34 Concentration· (mg/l) Contours for Level-6 Continuous Rele~se 
Predicted by the Three Dimensional Concentration Model ~~ Hour 
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FIGURE 9.36 Concentration (mg/l) Contours for Level-3 for Continuous Release 
Predicted by the Thre~~ Dimensional Concentration Model six Hours 
After Hig~ water at Niawport, R.I. 
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FIGURE 9.41 Concentration (mg/l) Contours for Level-3 for Continuous Release Predicted by the Three Dimensional Concentration Model Twelve Hours 
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4 1_1. • J..I 
sharp c~ncentration gradients along one si~e of =ontour 
plots. This is a direct result of the pOint-loading 
condition and its associated depression of th? 
concentr~tion field upstream of the discharqe. rhis 
conditio~ c~uld be removei by introducing artificial 
disper~i~n upstream of the r2lease, but it vas felt that 
the worst c~se sh~ul1 be indicated to illustr~t~ the 
effects ~f the problem for realistic =oastal zone 
simulations. 
dimensional results aft~r five tidal cycles at 
approximately slack water. :omparison of these figures 
with those for the two-dimensional vertically-averaqe1 
case show ~l.ost exact comparison. rhis close agre~ment 
can he pxplaine1 simply bV n~ting that the 
thre?-dimensional model emploved a Vertical diffusion 
co~ffici~nt typical of a veIl-mixed area, and ther9fore 
the thr?e-dimensi~nal pre1ictions should approach.tbe 
two-di~~nsional case as time proceeds. The same effect 
has b",~n noted for thet}.stuary application, even thou::Jh 
the diffusion coefficient indicated stratification, 
because the water was relatively shalloW. 
Additional complexity su=h as multiple-point 
time-varyin::J loadings, multi-stage reaction .echanics, 
and stratification can be readily incorporatei in the 
modeling scheme. With this capability it is felt that 
the mo1~linq approach presented allows ,a .ore re~listic 
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x. CONCLUSIONS ~ND RRCO""RNDATIONS 
The computational accuracy and usefuln~ss of the 
thr~e-dimensional mass transport model have been 
demonstrated sucessfully by the investigations and 
applications herein. The capacity to define vertical as 
well as lateral vlriations has b~en seen to be valuable. 
particul~rly in short-term phenomena. Over longer 
periods of time, vertical variations are much reduced by 
diffusion, at least when usinq a vertically averaqe1 
two-dimensional model to obtain the hydrodynami~ input. 
The analytical investiqations of dispersive and 
dissipative effects. performed ~or the one-dimensional 
mass transport equation wit~ constant dispersion 
coeffi~i~nts, have been verified numerically for the 
three-dimensional model~ 
!he generation of computational discontinuities ~t 
extreme concentration gradients can be reduced. but not 
eliminated, by the method of adding artificial 
dispersion at appropriate times and places. Care must 
be taken that the increase in dispersion is not larqe 
enougb to cause sevete di~tortion of the concentration 
field in the area under study. The values used here for 
the overall dispersion coefficients appear from the 
verification attempt to represent very well the ~ 
processes taking place in the the providence River. 
Two qualities of the model are particularly useful, 
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in mod~linq of coliform bacteria distribution. rhe 220 
~ 
1 vertical resolution permits the incort~ration of the 
1 
1 
effect of solar radiation, and the reaction m~trix can 





coliforms can vary widely depending upon the prevailing 
, I 
j 
conditions, it is recommended that either field studies 
be m~rte first in the area to he modeled, or the results 
",; 
, of earlier studies be consulted. 
~ 
1 If rlifficult boundary conditions, such as those at 
thp see~onk Piver, are segn to produce a significant i 
1 
,! 
, mass conservation error, effort should be made tovari 
i j 
j 
,j reducin~ it. Elaboration upon the extrapolation 
techniqu~ is expected to help. A conclusion of this 1 I 
boundRry condition research is that the major portion of j 
j 
I ) the error in simulating a realistic pollutant transport 
, 
prohlpm is usu~lly the error of the boundary 
approximltion, anl therefore more detailed understanding 
of those approximations is necessary. 
Th~ 19velopment of a steady-st~te mo~e of operation 
has provided an additional tool to predict vater quality 
for complex constant flow areas. Comparison of mo~el 
predi=tions to analytic solutions and a river confluence 
case hav~ shown the present model scheme to he accurate 
and r~~sonablv efficient. Further t~stinq of this 
modelinq approach should be performed by comp~ring 
prpriictir>ns for mlllti-stagp r~actinq constituents to 
data for a realistic steady-state coastal zon~ 
circul~tion system. 
( .. , 
I' 
















Coupling of the two-rtimension~l vertically averaged 
tidal hydrn1ynamics mo~el to the three-dimensional water 
quality ~odel for a typical open coastal area such as 
Alock Island snunj has shown the feasibility and 
capahility of the pres~nt approach. Application and 
verific~tion of this approach should build more 
confinQnc~ lnd experience in the ultimate use of these 
models in coastal zone management. It is therefore 
recommen~ed that the model be verified for a number of 
coastal zone pollutant transport problems. 
In short, th~ three-dimensional mass transport 
model, ~3 now developed, app~ars to be capable of 
handlinq almost ~ny water quality problem currently 
under investiqation. The major limitation i~ still in 
obtaining adequate data to verify thp models, and in the 
refinement of various circulation mortels whicm m~y be 
use1 to ~btain the hydrodynamic input. New mOdels ~re 
under rtevelopmpnt wbich will enhance the usefulnAss 
of this mnde!. Leendertse et ale (13) h:lve 
deve!npp1 a three-dimensional model incorporating the 
salt equation. rmis model has the a~ditional capability 
of cOlTlDnting 'II, the vertical velocity component. as a 
function of the 1ensity variation due to salinity. In 
a~dition, Gor1on and Spaulding (14) have developed a 
three-~imensional hy~ro1ynamics model employing the same 
non-dimpnsional vertical coordinate used in this stu1y. 
This mo1~l has been deSigned to interface directly with 
thp thrp~-dimensionll 'Il~ter quality model. The coupling 
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of these two techni1ues should providp an effectivA tool 
for modeling complex pollutant transport in tbe coastal 
zone. 
Alth~ugh the information used in the Providen~e 
River application produced a reasonably qood 
verification. it is hoped to have mor~ fip.ld information 
than was avail~ble for this study. Vertical 
concentr~tion profiles at riv~r mouths, at a numb~r of 
differGnt stat~s of the tide, would permit more accurate 
modelin~ ~f the river source levels. Any information ~n 
the timq vari1tion of outfall discharges woulj incrRase 
thp value of the modeling effort. The lack of 
information on vertical diffusion co?fficients requir3s 
SOM2 arbitr!riness. Alth~ugh field studies attempting 
to 1efinR D ~ould be ~ifficult and Axpensive, th2, 
would also incra~se the knowledqe to be gainei from 
modeling, by revealing the magnitude of vertical 
diffusi~n in tha particular area of interest. ~s 
mentione1, fia11 stu1i~s would also ~id in the m~1eling 
of cnlit0rms or other indicator bacteria. 
fh~ more information that in supplie1 to the mo1~lr 
the mor~ it c~n produce. The computational m~thQds hav~ 
been shown to be accurate, stable, an~ very flexihlA. 
npro is ~ tool which c~n help fill many qaps in th? 
knowle~q~ of coastal transport prohl~ms. 
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